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$3.2-Million In Purchase Consfruation

State Considers 29 Projects
MAYFIELD- — Some. 29 Purchase
Area'communitydevelopment Plan
applications, 'if okayed 01 the staler
level, in -the future could mean 44 to
$3.2-million, in new construction
projetts.
•• •
Most of the applications have passed
Area • Purchase
review
via

KWW To Study
Tourism Industry
In Other Areas
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Development District's board of
directors here. •
PADD met Monday night,and among
other business, reviewed a Murray
State University -8195,107 application.
for funds frorii-KentuckY Deparbhent
for Human Resources to create a young
adult conservation corps.
Calloway County Fiscal Court has

!Awn DRIVE — Gene Scruggs, left, makes a contribution to MurrayCalloway County Jaycee chairman Donnie Notes, who chaired a road
block fund drive that Sunday raised over $1,200 for the Telethon of Stars,
sponsored by WPSD-Channel 6. Project co-chairman is Jimmy Gilliam.
Photo by Ted Delaney

Televised MayoralDebate Set Oct. 31
The Murray-Callowky County League
of Women Voters will host an open
forum with mayoralty candidates Ed
Chrisman and Melvin Henley as guests
over Cable T.V. 11 on Monday evening,
October 31 fromil to 9 p.m.
The Debate Society of Murray State
University is assisting me_mbers of the
League . with
parliamentary
procedures.
League President Huth Howard Will
be moderator of the hour long forum.
Rick Thomas, jaaesiellent of othe--MSU
flrhate Society, will assist -with
,parliamentary procedure.
-The format for the program Consists
of a five minute address by each
candidate and then alternating
questions will be addressed to
particular candidates. The other
candidate may. respond _ to . theae.
answers. Questions will come from the
audience..
Questions may be mailed to Mrs.
Mary Jane Littleton, 809 Sharp Street

City Planning
Commission
ToMeet Tonight
Murray Common Council has called a
special meeting today, 5:15 p.m. in
council chambers.
Purpose of the meeting, according to
a spokesman for Murray Mayor John
Ed Scott, is consider a resolution aimed
at pushing for immediate opening of
Chestnut Street and a portion of 15th
Street.
Both, located near and on the Murray
State University, are closed for
construction of an overpass on the
campus.
of
Department
Kentucky
Transportation has indicated a move to
attempt to reopen Chestnut by
Thanksgiving.
-

before Friday, October A, Or persons
with questions may be in the T'V
audience. Those expecting to
participate should arrive before 7:30
p.m. on October 31 since there will be.a
warm-up 'period before the TV
presentation begins at8 p.m. The forum
will-he held on the 6th floor of..the Fine
Arts Building in the TV studio. League
members will coordinate -questions
from the audience. Following the question and answer _
the candidates will be given an
opPortimity fora elosing atatementr-- *
. The public is invited to attend this
presentation. Letters have been mailed
to all civic groups in the community
and at the university,

Members of Kentacky's Western
Waterlands, a regional tourist
promotion organization, this week will
be getting tips on how-the other gut/sato
it.
KWW members are slated this week
to tour four destinations in the
Southeast to -gather knowledg-e and'.
skills that may be used in further
developing -- a quality tourism
recreation industry in this region."
Max Hurt, Kirksey, a member of
KWW's board of directors was-Slated to
attend the tom . • .
- • •
KWW work-study' tour destination's
Betlek-5-.C.,"eatitnbarg;
Tenn., Lake Lanier Island Authority,
Ga. and Helen,Ga.
"The work-study tour will be in
Gatlinburg during one of its busiest
peLiods, the Crafts Festival Week," the
spokesman said."There will be a crafts
fair at the civic auditorium as well as
. many.. other .activities_.at the various 'craft centers in and around

Gattinbuit,"-the Spokesman added.
The KWW spokesman said': "Fall
color should be near its peak in
Gatlinburg, Smoky Mountain National
Park, Lake Lanier,Islands,and Helen.
In Myrtle Beach the beaches are less
active, however, this is the best time for
surf fishing.-Mora importantly, October
is ideal golfing weather and there will
be a great deal of people in Myrtle
Beach taking advantage of its 29 golf
courses.:'
According to)
.tha:KWW. spokesman,
each -locatiot -is atilfererataand anique
and,, will provide contrasts and
-compartsoos-.--to'lite Kentuckt
eTfaikle-y'area.
"Meetings are scheduled with some
of the key leadership at each
destination. These meetings will
provide an opportunity to learn about
these area's tourism accomplishments
and also the problems and difficulties
which have been encountered," the
spokesman said.

Southgate Judges To
Test 4Sovereign Immunity.

NEWPORT, Ky•(AP)=Two judges
Attorney -William - Bertelsman,have been asked to decide swhether the
representing those- seeking to dismiss
doctrine of sovereign immunity can be
the sovereign immunity claim, called
used as.. shield from
in , the concept a --patchwork quilt" aa it
connection with the fire at the Beverly.
was practiced in Kentucky.
Hills Supper Club that killed 164
He argued that help could be sought
persons.
from the board of claims, but that the
Attorneys nearly filled a small
financial benefits might not be enough
courtroom here Monday for a joint
and that other avenues for redress
hearing b3i U.S": District Court Judge
might be closed.
Planning. Commission. Carl B. Rubin" and Campbell County
bluiray_.
Bertelsman labeled - -the :concept,
_
Wank Court'Judge jolin
-Diskin7
rooted" in English common law, a
members are expected to talk about a
The two judges took the matter under
-pernicious doctrine." He said it
recent Kentucky Attorney General's
advisement following an hour-long
caused a denial of equal protection and
report in conjunction with a 12th Street
Wheit a ---of:due processand humanzights.- - rezoning consideration when the hnnryl, bearing- There was nii
"decision might reiblt.-'
-"That-concept answer paertgatives
meetstoday at 7 p.m. More than $1.5 billion in damages are
fentucky Attorney General recently
has no place in a government of laws
sought in 51 suits filed so far in state
indicated that "planning and zoning
rather than a government of men,"
and federal courts as a result of the
commissions should extend notice for
Bertelsman said.
May 28 fire.
public bearings to all property.givners
a
.
'Victor Fox, assistant attorney •
Rubin expressed doubt that the state
in the area involved and should use a
general for the commonwealth,
could be sued in a federal court in a
court stenographer to record the
elaborated on etubin's concerns bbout
hearing. The opinion, written by case of this kind.
"I don't see how you can sue the state 'whether the state cailldhe treatectas-a Charles Runyan, assistant -deputy
citizen in such a suit.
in federal court on a diversit)
. attorney, general, was requested by
"That luriSdiction has been given to
question," the federal judge- said. He
Steve Zea, city planner.
board a claims," Fox said. "It is
the
also
questioned
claims that the
In a September planning commission
he jurisdiction of the circuit
not
Commonwealth of Kentucky was
meeting, members delayed a vote on
limiting
its
_
liability.
question
rezoning
to,
Street
the 12th
"Clearly a state can limit its
among other things, obtain the opinion.
the city of
representing
A.J. Jolly,
sanctuary," Rubin said. "Doesn't the
Also-set for the meeting tonight at
Southgate. Ky., said liability would
legislature have the right to pass laws
city hall is. discussion of two rezoning
impose an unfair burden on the
that you or!don't agree with? Isn't-that
requests and a report on the 701 local
residents of this small northern
a legislative prerogative?"
planning assistance fund.
Kentucky community

City
• • Council
Calls Session To

Draft Chestnut Pact
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Haunted House
Mainstay
TALKING
PUMPKIN—The
traditional Kappa Kaunted House
talking pumpkin greets kids at the
door as the annual Murray Women's
Club Wad raising proiect moves into
full swing tonight. Pictured greeting
the pumpkin are (from left) Mark
Whitaker, Malcon Taylor and John
Swan. For all t!.- e younger goblins, the
Kappa Haunted House has added a
children's room this year for kids 1-8.
The house, at Carman Pavilion on
College Farm- Road, is open beginning tonight, tomorrow night, Oct. 19
and Oct. 20, from 6 to 9 p.m. each
night. This year the Kappis will be
using the Haunted House to support
Calloway County High football team.
Murray High's band trip to the
Orange Bowl and the Murray Civic
Community Theater.
Photo by lennie,11 Gordon

submitted six applications for
The county fiscal court has applied
community development money, the for about $35,000 in area community
city Of Murray has submitted one.
development funds, the.city of Murray
Community development projects has applied for some $34,000.
range from a flood abateinent plan, an
Marsball _county Fiscal Court.has
industrial park and a regional museum
applied for money to renovate a senior
on Murray State University's campus, citizens building, the city of Benton has
to two fire stations, four city hall and
applied for money to be used for_sewer'
..iourthOuie improvements and five
extensions, and the city of Hardin has
recreation
improvement • and -applied-for lundato improve the water
development plans.
an, sewer system.
According to a PADD spokesman,"Of
The total city -of Hardin. application
the total cost, approximately 54 per
calls for some $9,750 area development
cent of the funds requested are from
funds to improve the city's Outdated
federal and or state sources to be-used
water pumping station and sewer
as match on the projects. About 29 per
system.
cent of the total project cost will be
nartially fine-natal through a local. Their$195,000 Murray State University
source. Thus, area development funds application proposes "to establish a
young adult_ conservatian - corps -comPentonlY 17 per cent of the total
program at Murray State University
cost of all the projects proposed.-.
for the Purchase and Pennyrile
Calloway County projects call for
Development Districts. The young
money going for a Dexter Community
Center, Hazel Cammiinity Centar, adults, 16-24, will accomplish
conservation_ projects on the MSU
courthouse renovation, humane
campus,farms biological station lands,
shelter, regional museum and airport
and at the Murphy's Pond natural
improvements. The single Murray city
preserve arra as well as Within their
application callsTor anel city garagerespective home communities."
warehouse.

Local Farm Receipts
Down Over $100,000
-In --Galloway County, according
4Poivitat extent haveea -Way Ovnuty.
figures compiled by the Standard RitetarmitrS-been affected by the adverse
and Data Service, farm receipts in the
conditions that have been troubling
past year came to $20,003,000. The year.
growers and cattle raisers in general?
they totaled $19,892,000.
How well did they make out, under the
The drop, 0.6 percent, compares with
circumstances,in the past year?
a 2.4 pereent drop in the United States.
as
All in all, they will remember 1976'
The income figure refers to gross
not the best and not the worst of years. '
receipts, before outlays for laborrfueta
Their everall receipts from the sale of
taxes, equipment, fertilizer and the like
crops, livestock and other farm
were taken into account. \
products compared favorably- with
The bulk of it came from the'
Those-reported-for many -pans of the
marketing,ofarappia lifestock _sad-other.
a"'NAOMI%
•
farm products. The -remainder
It was-a year in whichgrawers'wane' -consisted of govierftment pa-yawl-Alt an4hurt by a downtrend in prices for their "income in kind," which is the value of t.
products in the teat half of the year, home-grown food consumed on the
according to the Farm Index of the farm.
•
Department of Agriculture. .•
According to the lateal Department-of
The drcipIaai caainterbalanced to a Agriculture statistics, approximately
large degree, however, by increased 50 percent of -Calloway County's cash
_production. What made ahe huge receipts from Lana goods*wasfrom the _
harvest possible was bigger plantings, sale of crops and So percent from sales
generally
favorable
weather of livestock, poultry and dairy
conditions, more intensive use of products.
herbicides and fertilizers and improved
The rub for the farmer lies in the fact
efficiency.
that he seems to be on a treadmill. He
Although gross receipts were still at a has been increasing his yield but has "
high level, so were operating espeases. been,making.little headway otherwise
They soared skyward, cutting into the because of steadily rising operating
gross,as inflation continued.
costs.

Homecoming Events
Set This Week At MHS
Homecomiag_ Week Festivities at
-Murray High SchooLbegari Monday
with the "Decoration of Doors" by the
classes.
As the week progresses, various
activities will be co-ordinated by the
Student Council, the Junior Class and
the Parent-Teachers Organization.
Wednesday, Oct. 19 will feature a
Homecoming Reception sponsored by
the PTO for graduates with children
currently enrolled at Murray High. The
reception will be held in the _school
cafeteria from 9:30-11:00 a.m. and 1:3017.-.A0 p.m. with Student Council
members serving the guides.

Thursday will see thesprapletion
the "Class Displays" which, will be
placed on campus Friday morning.
The highlights of the week will center,
around Friday and include a student
viewing of the displays, a special
Student Council Reception for the Class
of 1955, and a special Pep Rally at 2:35.
A designated area will be open for
alumni and friends of the school who
are welcome to attend.
Pre-game ceremonies will be held at
Holland Stadium featuring the
erowning of the Queen at 7:30, with
game time set at 8:00_ With -the
Hopkins's:rifle Tigersat Opponents.

inside today
- One See
. floe — 10 Pages
Will Bill Carter save Falls City Brewing Company in
Louisville? The brewery president says he may. Read the
Associated Press story in today's issue. Page 10. Also M.
C. Garrott continues with his seriet of columns on Western
Kentucky officials from Calloway County, Page 4

today's index

sunny
and
mild
•

4ostly.sunity and mild today.
high in the mid to upper 60s.
Partly _cloudy and cool tonight,
Iola in the low 40s.. Partly sunny
and cooler Wednesday, high in
the low 60s.
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:
Mr.
heavy (Oct 2(to No'. 22)'
Mrs. Vernon Nence Nor friendship-liftthe
@Mil
• - Your outlook and approach role of women in government
.
at least nine million others. visited Mrs. Myrtiee Nance on load.
.
But just to know you have a tremendously important now. today.
Saturday.
aY can be nne of aiahlY useful
. Mrs. Mills has served as a
The Rev. and Mrs. James friend,
•
ratimmil
performance if you concentrate
ClotC if
Phelps visited their ion, Sieve Who will stand by until the on immediate needs and forget member of the Kentucky
aa
aa
General Assembly, was
Phelps in Hendersonville, Tn.., end,Vihase sympathy thrOugh Past eisaPPeintmaats: /••%.Ir
)er 44 elected 'clerk of the Court of
Friday _end Saturday. Their endures,' Whose warm, hand • SAGITTARIUS
••
0.001:41100.000
- - daughter, Giedi--:-Plieipl:--TarifelrililiNilin.
r iiiiii0
3 *Ng"'"itt•z-Dec-24 ". -1r11--- • APPeaLs-in1971
and began her
term as state'
treasurer with
Murfeeesboro, Tn., joined eeMewaY to Pull You through, Avoid baste _ in- all_ *in. - her election in 1975.
especially
in
making
deciai
acAltho
there's
nothing
can
he
them all for a visit together.
aft.L Sadie Racy and Mrs.-'do• - • ..,_ _ _' - -'- -.__,_ _ _.,, Leek ekwely.aewit.eituaiimi ___ White serving as clerk of ttie
- -gasete-pyier visited Ur;asdiAnd so withlerventheart_yoa There may be
not seen at Court of
Mrs. Mill;
„, a _cursory glance.
,
. • wag elected national president
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Mrs. Marcus Hill and crY
-:dii-agbtar;
,
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_
SteP ..19 actieifies to meet re-elected vice-president,
of
Paachall visited Mrs. Dimple
1illelaiglit I 7:30,
the National State Treasurer's
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(Poi (9
Three tender.pie,ces of Ocean ---- Mr. and -Mrs. Charles 1117.‘v 9:20
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l
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t
e
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ru
Cod net. Breaded and deep-fried Paschan-visitedur_sed-urk_
33.
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-f
k .-a fli Southeiii Regionto a golden brown. Served
Fred Gallimore Sunday ,at- _
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"A friend in need is a friend
potato and a thick
in deed') Ftev. R.D. Key was
slice of Stockade
taken ill at Puryear School on
Mal .1 :23°
1010 Chestnut
,
Toast. A $2.48 - Thursday and had to come
Mrs. Olga
Freeman,,_ Mesdames J.M. Page,
home for the day. A neighbor,
[Ihru Wed.
Phillip
v valW-f9r....90Y..:.
-president, of- Chapter 1%4• of Hartaftlar, ARM
Bob-Pulse,
learned
aboa
his
Russell Lund, --,,
illness, and mune over and P.E.0•i reported on_ the recent Richard Brown
The
United
Methodist
faargjd
-*' -reavriirfaur yard. 'Mid VMS a -eorrention- - 02-f -eoProme. 'Banks,. and -can.p,
.Wegman:-/rOtheo of fVfatfloir-elloPel
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Owensboro
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,
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at
7:30
at
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' - _Kaye_
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with ._ home of Miss Frances
-alad and Mrs.-Nora Pa:schall went to home of--him .fierrY-SPerks• the 'Washington chapter. It
Thrv Thur.
MO*
--Vaittiall,
Presidentvim-urges
'
Memphis, Tn., Monday for a Mrs. Freeman represented was in Oakhurst,former home
the local chapter.
few days treatment.
of Mrs. Lovett,that.Chapter M aliTihne officers
erst°
foratt
the
ennext two
*
Invocation for the pot luck was organized in
?dr. and Mrs. Bob Pulse
years were -elected at the
1964.
C
e-otE
-.ff
visited Mr. and Mrs. George meal was given by Mrs. A. C.
Richard Pryor
potluck supper meeting heldTHE FAMILY STEAKHOUSE
He
at the lake home of Mrs. l'uwmearaleir: drove
_ Underweod at Bruceton, Tn., • LaFollette. Six members ,hf
- RE D
Chapter P, Paducah, were
Homer Charlton on Tuesday, .
riviNG.
'
"
1
guesth
and one member from
_
,•
tember 20.
1 Thr*Thur. .001
Chiiiter AB,VraildruffntD.C.
-..........
-_
ose
elected
were
.
Mrs.
,
1111E111-- -1113-----uv----4nor-=
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Mrs. Paul W. Sturm con, k,
Susan- .Cunningham
Iik---111P1_ III
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ducted the devotion. There F."
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i
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taay
president; Mrs. Linda Carter;
Burt Reynolds in
III
was silent prayer in memory ---- vice-president; Mrs. Doris
"Gator"
Seats
ra
(PG) 7:15
of Congressman Frank A.
Robertson, secretary; Mrs.
- ...
Stubblefie
ld,
whose
wife,
•4----71111
and
1
Hazel Cunningham,treasurer.
Thru Wed.(
11111 _ Odessa, is a member of ---Prayers were led by Mrs.
"White
Lightnin
g"(PG)I 9:20 1
Chapter M..
.Lorene Ellis and Mrs. Hilda
In the routine business yd$g- Nut,4As A a4v y of Whittle'. 1111
11-411111-1111
meeting, Miss Ann Herron- )T5.0141,4, •virti IAORX THAN
it
- Twenty-four members were
11111
announced , that Miss Lois 1•3°°
216sset-s R.raa'acarg6
present with three visitors11117
-=41
=-11111-g1111
Berg, from Cottey college, ,34t3 -foarPEAcH DISCHARGE
Mrs. Donald Sandress, Serena
•
• 111-T-1111--Zili
411=11111:7414111--t-1111:
_=
would be present for a dinner
II 1TI 1
Nandress, and Lane Sandreas.
f
1-111
meeting October 31, at' six
11117
-- p.m., at Holiday Inn. She
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viII present a program for local
11131114
1
P31
Il 'members and guests. ,
Mrs. FreErnae, in hie
1- 1:1113
_report, stated 'there were
THANK YOU,
1,500
delegates
WE.WISN TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO SAY THANKS FOR SHOP- 111Ih about
77;11,1
representing 200,000 P.E.O.
PING WITH US THIS, OUR FIRST SUMMER.
members in the United States
'11:41Ig
place your homecoming orders early
and Canada at the convention
TO SNOW OUR APPRECIATION WE ARE HAVING A STORE WIDE SALE. _
in Chicago's McCormic Place
and McCormick Inn. She
MI
Ulll
related
high spots of the
COME SEE OUR SHIRTS, JACKETS, SWEATSHIRTS, QUILTED VESTS,
convention.
JEWELRY, JEANS & ACCESSORIES.
. Other than important
business meetings,- members
liii
A VARIETY OF LETTERING AND OVER 150 DECALS TO CHOOSE
flt were entertained • with
programs of music and dance
HI
FROM.
You71Score
, from the area. Dr. Eyelyn L.
Hold That Line
1
- -Every Time!
Milan, presia%t of Cottey
Tigers!
CHRISTMAS LAYAWAYS ACCEPTED,
_ College, was one of the
speakers. Mrs. Harvey-Busch,
X
1KIM Williamsville, N.Y.,
GROUP DISCOUNTS.
president, presided.
• Flowers For All Occasions'
. Mts. Freeman streSsed that
11111
OPEN 10 TIL 9 DAILY - CLOSED TUESDAYS
educational philanthropies
ii
74E1)1
11
area prime activity of P.E.O.
SALE RUNS THROUGH SAT. OCT. 22110
III 'which was founded 103 years
Gold Football.Ladies'
ago at Iowa Wesleyan College,
iH
Mount Pleasant, Iowa.
Mrs. Alfred I andsey. .1 r •
407 Poplar 733-6100
% OFF
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OFF
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III
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Celia Taylor
_ _ . Has_
Luncheon'For-

Fortner-Youngblood
Vows TO Read

NOW AT HOME
Wedeilidiy,'Cktober 19
'Tuesday, October 18 .
Mrs.
Larry (Sylvia) Harris
Chapter
of
J. N. Williams
Coles Camp Ground United
is now at home after having
Daughters
of
the
United
the
Methodist Church Women will
Mrs. Alma Fortner of Murray Route One announces the forMiss JIB Falwell', bridemeet at the undergone surgery at the"meet with Mrs. Austelle Confederacy will
Hospital,
elect of Glen Mathilsi was the thcoming marriage of her daughter,' Debbie Lynn, to Ronnie
Munday at --Community
Mrs.
Ray
of
home
Crouse at 7:30 p. m.
Mayfield.
honoree at a delightfully Joe Youngblood, son of the Rev.and Mrs. Joe A. Youngblood of
1:30 p. m.
planned bridemaid luncheon Benton Route Three.
•
Murray Assembly No. 19
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, October
in the home of Ms. Celia
Order
of
the
Rainbow
for
Girls
Pur
chase
Area
Taylor on Sautrday, October 22, at the home of the Rev. and Mrs. Youngblood on Highway
GUESTS HERE
will meet at seven p.m. at the Homemakers Club will Meet
80 at the junction of Highway 299. The Rev. Lonnie Knight will
15.
Mr. and Mrs. • Brown
at
Hickman.
•
lodge
ball.
Assisting Ms. Taylor as officiate.
Denham of Ontario, Cal., are
A reception will follow the ceremony.
hostesses were Mrs. Earl
the guests of Mrs. D. N. White
Haunted
Houseby-Kappa
Haunted
House,.
sponsored
All friends and relatives are broil:echo attend the ceremony
Barnett anntex..SInliKVIS3
at her home in Hazel.by Kappa Department• of Department of Murray
Falwell was'• presented a and-the reception. Only-out of towsinvitations will be sent.
Woman's Club will be held
Murray
Woman's
Club,
will
be
-torsage of wooden daises by
at Carman Pavillion, College from six to nine p.m. at
• the hostesses.
Farm
Road, from Six to 9:30' Carmen Pavilion, College
After the delicious buffet
Abigail
By
Van
Farm Road. Public invited.
Buren
p.m.
meal was served to. the
1977 by The Chicago TribiTwN News-Syne inc
Tuesday, October 111
fourteen persons in at Ladies day golf trophy
Area Singles Group
Lake
-lendazice,- the hostesses 10-09-77Lillie
Murray,
Mrs.
Gen,Del.,
banquet
will be held at the
Vilwell with
DEAR ABBY: You certainly opened a Pandora's box will meet at sevenp.m. at the Murray Countcy Club at 6:30
B. McAlpin, Rt. 2, Cottage
Adults 120
inFor
Benton.
of
Bank
:the "Joy of Cooking" cookwhen you ran those letters from women who said sex was
Grove,Tn., Mrs. Iva Brandon,
p. m.
Nursery 13
•:boOk.
messy, sometimes painful, not worth the trouble, and that formation•call 753-8933 or 753Rt.j, Hazel,.John McElrath,
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
1.
it.
without
p.m.
after
srx
they
could
five
•
'0499
Graduates of_Murritylligh
Baby Boy Claytod (mother 711 Main, Murray, William S.
I feel sure I have a better than average husband, but
School prior •te__19411 an
Kathy), Rt_ 2, Buchanan, Tn. :Parnell, Rt.8 Bx.750, Murray,
men are inept as lovers.(I am 19t klesbian,Land I .do net
dinner
Gel(
Trophy
Ladia
Chesley D. Adams, Fern
• alumnae parents of students'
DISMISSALS
have any such tendencies-)
at the Oaks Country Club will presently
enrolled at Murray
Miss Birgit M,eheitens, Rt. 3, Terrace Lodge, Murray.
Men do not beginixotInderstand women, psychologically be at
• P• This will be High will be
-held at a coffee
or sexually. Their attitudes about sex are selfish.(Me first
'Murray, Mrs. Jean A. Hudson
cltrikly
drink
and then you,if you can manage it. Men make women feel potluck-with breed-and
from 9:30 to eleven a. m. and !
and Beby Girl, Rt. 3, Merray, 10-11-77
,
The most..as thouei_lliere somethifig wrong with them if th_ey're- - te.bs-furnished.
1:30-02:30p.m.-11the school.
The Pacers‘..linmemaker Mrs, Ronnie'G. Arnett. and Adults 122
important gift -•
or
just
Nursery
headache,
don't
7
tired
or
feel
have
a
like
it
when
the
Club met at 9:30 a.m. on Baby Boy,Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Murray TOPS Club.will Concert bY_OffSterirtittlethe
*Of all ----Wednesday,_October 12at the Judy Ai-GmetrantiBelity Boy,- N6NeWBORN ADMISSIONS
meet at seven p.m. at the Student Center Auditoritun,
If men Icn4ev
.
ias hide AO their jobs or their golf game
home
of.
DISMISSALS
Priscilla Rt. 4, Park Tn., Mrs'. Cheryl
• MSU,ateight-P. m. Ad '
they wouldn't be able to earn a living or ght-off the first flealtir Center.
Mrs. Carla Bruce and Baby
Schanbacher with nine Eitsley and Baby Girl, 603
tee.
free to. MSU students with
Ellis, Murray, Mrs. Doris M. Girl, 332 West Hole, Mayfield,
inernbers prese•nt.
Musk • Department -of identification card or'$f for
Worse, they won't listen, read or take, suggestions. And
The lesson on "Consumer Davenport, Rt. 100, Lone Oak, Mrs. Carolyn H. Colson and
if their sex life is a flop, they say that it's thtflr woman's' Mum,' Woman's Club will nonstudents.
fault.
•
-Product Safety" was given by Mrs. Debra C. Mitchell, Rt. 1, Baby Boy, Rt.2, Murray, Miss
meet at 7:30 p.m.- at the chili
Wednesday, October 11
Sign me, Disappointed, Disgusted,-Desperate and
Jane Barnett, who urged each Hardin, William E.Brown, Rt. Penny J. Roberts, 1000 Poplar,
house.
DEAD
Lynn Grove Senior Citizens
one to always send in owners' 2, Hazel, Bradford P. King, Murray,- William J. SW41111,
• Calloway County Public will meet at the
home, 0f
registration and warranty 1508 Belmont, Murray, Don M. 1309 Olive Blvd., Murray, Miss
DEAD: Your husband may be Library Friends Organization Lucille Potts at one p.m.
DEAR
D.D.D.
AND
Harrod,
409
Swigert,
FrankJoy
L. Roach, 1503 Becket,
.cards on new products
a perfect Keepsake
7:30
guilty as charged,but don't put ALL men in the same bag. will meet at the library at
chased so that one can be ford, Mil. Dorthy L. Quthrie, Murray, Mrs. Judy-fleneffel,
diamond-. . . juaranfeed
My mail--taillis-ase--that-Amme_ man- are-- wonderfully - p.m - be
and protected
ormed wimi_predecie Are 1610 Magnolia Dr., Wirray, Ht.
Murray„ John,.,t_AtWtkio
competent lover*. They're =considerate, unselfish, tender _ . _
-r-agamit Toss_
Haunted House hi, Kappa
Mrs. Marilyoep, Harris, 809 chison, Rt. 1, Csunden,i Tn.,
recalled.
Wednesday,October 19
and willing to read, listen and take criticism. AU men are
• Lola Hum demonstrated Sycamore, Murray, Jffes R. Euel Atkins, 1701 Melrose,. not alike any more than all women are.(Thank heavens•) Christian Men's Fellowship Department, Murray
Stuffed- toys to -make.- ,tor-__,Jackson, 121 Spruck_Murray, Murray,Mrs.Clover- L. Jones,
•-'of First"Christian Church-will Woman's _Club, will
argslterryJ rbarittand Rings
" College
osford, 1621 W. Olive, Murray, Rt. 1, Almo, Miss Linda C. • DEAR ABBY; The letters.from wives who don't think meet at six p. m.at the church CarmanChristmas gifts.
11:30
from
six
to
Road,
prompts
this.
,
-•
XI=
Storkdale, MLA MeCulaton,
-•
_Murray, tmkie worth -the,Vott_**
•_Met:me-meeting wilLbe_at
'fellowship hall.
pm. Public invited.
___Cen_YoUirixatitine two Peel* "in loxe: and expecting to
the home Wilma Beatty on _-Benton, Mrs Maudeen M. Mes.kfarscLStaphonsonyRos
marry, asking.each other,"On a scale of zero to ten, how
.
Paper Making demonNovember 9 at 9:30 a.m. Each Cohoon, 1718 Magnolia,- 157, Pulyear,fin., Missi Wilma
•
does your sex drive rate? But such a determination, done stration will continue at
Hazel WOman's Club will
-;inember
is to bring something_ Murray, Mrs. Ester M. J. Eiltrards,' Rt. 1,,Murray,
perferably by outside counsel, would prevent many Kubitz,1611 W. Main, Mutsu, Robert S._Orr, lit.4,hfurraY,
.
minpire Farm, Land Between meet at Hazel Community
:to make for Christmas.
4•
at Wen P.m-' Arthur „Hanson, Rt. 2, Big Mrs. Bobble Ferguson,
" uPL
at17-51,
!
r
e
!
L
df..doe
•It, .
s not app1y only
to women. the Lakes from ten a• mo.to -Center
L
t
i set ive
Sandy, Tn., Robert H. Swift, Box .211, Murray Mrs Meg
lour
P
_rn
' • 1110118b.
_____________
.2111MITZT_Batrieos and
RagettCreep Terrace
seied,At toot- •
•
Grove
Senler'atizens•
Professional
Lynn
Women's Club
Rt.
8,
Murray,
Mack
T.
Tarry,
Idg.,
Murray,
Mrs. Beatrice__
For sexual competebility, zeros should marry ieros, and
are many ways to
home
of
la butt Iles
the
at
the
meet
at
will
meet
at
6:30
p.m.
Roost
bat
tub
i• SWIM
will
tens should marry tens.
"stretch" a meat loaf. Many of 1510 Sycamore, Murray, Mrs. E. Phillips,• Rt. 2, Murray,
Murray Woman's Club House.
these "stretchers" will also Eva D. Provine, 206 S. 9th., Mrs. Eula M. Doherty, (ex-oEeRpg, falai Potts at one P. in.
odd flavor and good nutrition
Murray, Miss Pearlie R. Kirk, pined), Rt. 1, Murray.
to this popular familyclish.-For 907 Main, Murray, Mrs. Ludie
• DEAR GEORGE. It wouldn't work. Some zeros when
anstance, an, egg or dry milk
properly motivated and coached become tens. And some
10-12-77
M. Cole (expired), Rt. 1,
powder will add high-quality
• tens,due to some of the other aspects of marriage, become
119
Adults
.
tomatoes
end.ottamin
-will
AIM,..
=
to
-Aadd
4
ar
-u-rue-sy
_
44
.
•
18-40-77
•
- - "ped --parsley - vitamin -a, and
DEAR ABBY: I ilonikiinow who started the "no-bra"
NEWBO1RN ADMISSIONS
wheat germ (which can be
Adults 123
Baby--Boy---Parki (mother- fad, but there ought-td---be a- -law againet--it.
-used-instead-of bread cubes-)
Nursery 9
•I'm surewomen aren't aware of the irre:rersibie damage
t
-Cartilyn);RtAclifurray,Baby
.
NEW BORN ADMISSIONS - Boy Palmer,
they do themselves by going without brassieres.
;is. well seven.
(mother- The pictures
la National Geographic magaanurof African
Baby Girl Shaw (Mother
Hardin..........-tribesStirofeiat- bake Vom-,1InE-waist UP
'40114.,10, Murrascw Patficia),.Rt.„1,
talOtad Ce3171f41,
• DISIIISSALS
something. Their breasta hang -practically to* their waists
-'13aby Boy -Etenplcio AlV_Iether
Mrs.
-Sue
AnnHutson
and
they
have
because
never worn -say kind of support:
YurrStrious? Do yot
Laura), 405/
1
2 S. 8, Murray.
-Baby Girl, 1517 Canterbury,
Today we see bosomy young women on our streets with
redly tad to buy a boat?
DISMISSALS -Mtimt.Y. Mrs. Lucille T. ROL__TIlinilt41...anciirlot4ing on underneath.ffiteimeYen net/L011
Mrs. Patricia-G.- MCGtiire
109 N. 7th St., Murray, Joe D. TV.(Now I know wily it s called the "Boob tube.")
and Baby-Gir-L Bx. 148 Rt. 6 mown,
37- Riviera
please- rewrite•thtswrefteli-ther-bra-less-babee-of-Paris, Tn,, Mrs. Martha O. Murray, Jimmy D. Pritchett, today they-will be the drooping dames of tomorrow.
GOOD SAMARITAN
-Erwin - and •Baby -Boy,-1631- Rt. 1,'Dater MTh;
Catalma, Murray, Mrs. Linda Barrett, Rt.2,Paris, Tn., Mrs.-DEAR SAM: No "rewriting" necessary. It's true. And
Hargrove and Baby Boy, Bx. Sharon G. Warmack, General
the technical name for that condition is "Cooper's Droop
Hargrove and Baby Boy, Bx.
Delivery, Almo, Mrs. Gwen Syndrome."
17, Hardin, Mrs. Jerilyn K. Imes, 201 S. 15th St., Murray,
If you it, let's get
Oaks Tr. a. No. 1, Murray, • Alfred R. Duncan, 627 S. 4th
together.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want. to
Mrs. tisaii K. Overby and St. Murray BIM L Coker, 104
Don McQure
'•
'
Know; send $1 to Abigail Yaa..Bsuren. 132,..Lasky
--Baby
Gut
;DA_
Williams.
Murray,_
Mrs, Beverly
Grayson wain,* CAL- 9021E. - Please enclose --Mem
Pails, Tn., Miss Golclie L. Donna J. Elliott, Rt.
8,
'Thai,502 Elm, Murray, Mrs. - MirriY,-Robert Kirk:s, 203 E. self-addressed,stamped i244) envelope. _.
'Cynthia L. Cartwright, Rt. 2, Maple St. Murray, Fred
_ _
--• Merifielk withmet R. Wallace. Johnson, 'Ill 3, Shrilly,
iludiantui,
Rt. 1,
Tn., Mrs- Virginia L Ellis. 210 N. 12th
Take 94 East out of Murray
•
Wanda J. Parker, 735 Vine, St,Murray, Mrs. Annette tte
for 2 mks. Turn right on
Murray, Alison D. Luffman, Holden,
280. Follow 280 for 7 miles
. 3 Box 290-A,
past Bonner's Grocery. TAke
14081
/
2 Poplar, Murray, Mrs. Murray, Mrs. Eunice B.
blacktop into Panorama to
Ivaleen Smith, Rt. 6 Bx. 62, Outland, Rt.5, Murray, James
first stop sign, turn right then
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Billie G. H. Blalock, 311 N. 10th St.,
left and you have arrived
Wyatt and Baby Girl, 1708 Murray, Mrs. Susan
By.Jean W. Clear
Tele. 436-5481.
Mcwere heated to a high 41900_
Vine,- Murray, Dennis Daniel, Deirltt, '015 tycafnore,
County Extension *gilt
temperature or long enottith ta
Murray, Evelyn Bryant, Fern
For Home Economics
be safe.
Terrace Lodge, Murray.
Slow-Cooker Recipe
Don't use your slow Cooker
For Chicken Creole
to
heat
home-canned
A recipe for Chicken Creole. vegetables either, even if
10-13-77
Ju.st pop all these Ingredients you're just adding those foods
Adults 117
in the cooker, set it on high to a soup or stew.
Nursery 8
arid let it cook for 4 to 5 hours.
Remember that important
NEWBORN ADMISSIONt
It will make'from 4 to 6 ser- safety rule: home-canned
Baby Boy Webb (mother- vings, depending on the apvegetables need to be boiled
Bettye), 628 Baldln, Paris, petites at
for 10 minutes, 20 minutes for
your house. 'hi., Baby Boy Peck (mother- RECIPE
corn and spinach, on top of the
Genger), Rt. 7, Benton.
3 pounds chicken Pieces
range. Do this before you put
DISMISSALS
1 medium imion, glided
them in the slow cooker.
MrtLeura R.Compton and 1 medium green pepper cut in
This is a precaution against
Baby Boy, 4051
/
2 S. 8th., thin strips
botulism, a rare but oftenMurray, Mrs. Sandra G. '
/
1
2 cup diced celery
deadly type of food poisoning.
Lyons, -Rt. l, Dexter, Mrs. 11
Soft Drapery Is- Whit fashion Is Aft About_antkit's done,
/
2 teaspoon thyme Kathy M. Clayton and' Baby /
with great expertise_in a dress of luxurious
1
2 teaspoon paprika
Boy, Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tn, 2ta
Silesta...evident in the- graceful cewLin the long full
blespoonschopped parsley
Mrs.Hazel W.Patterson, New 1 pound
sleeves_in the flow of- the skin and the application of
can tomatoes.Concord, Mrs. Janice F. 1 4 'ounce can silted
For a quick party spread,.
lace-that continues from-shoulder to wrist, and tiairtr enOutlant4 737 Riley Cts.,
heat contents of one can
circles the hem.
mushrooms,,drained
Murray, Mrs. Dona L.
/
2 ounces) condensed
"Remember, no peeking (111
Salyers, Rt. 2, Calvert City:, while
is
the chicken creole is bean with bacon soup (m
can).
Murray, Mrs. Judy M. Steele,
the
out
et
-right
cooking." Curious cooks must
Place In a crock and garRt. 1, -Cottage 'Grove, Tn., learn
to resist the urge to peek nish with sliced ripe olives
Mrs. Paula S. Benefiel, Rt. 3, and sniff
when they use a slov, or stuffed olives. Have
- Benton,Harold W.Turner, itt. cooker..
slices of fresh apples
2, Hazel, Johii-W. Evans, Box
The secret of the slow- (dipped in lemon juice),
125, Hamlin, Richard E. cooking
process' to seal in
Watkins, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. juices and- flavors, she ex- grapes, and plenty of crackBefore you go shopping for a car, see us to
ers for go-aiongs.
Imogene W.Scott, 216 S.
arrange for financing. We'll give you fast
plains. Lifting the lid permits
Murray,
'Anthony
J. Miller, moisture and nutrients to
approval and arrange terms that are easy on your
903 N. 18th., Murray,Bobby L.
budget. Then, you're in the driver's seat... in
escape. It can also lengthen
"The Happy Yellow Store"
Duncan, Rt. 1, Dexter Larry cooking
effect,a "cash buyer" which may get you a better
as 30
L. Wilson, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs. minutes.time by as much
deal on the car you want. Choose ybur finghcing
Peggy R. Boddy,--Itt.. 1,
as carefully as you choose your newcar-tin0
Don't Use Sioie-Cooker
Benton, Margie M. Burton,
get a new view on how to drive a better bargain.
For Heating Leftovers
Box 144:Lynnville, Mrs.
When you heat up,leftovers,
MIME
Sharon A. Stokes, Bo: 48, use a
BAN NAME ;OCAS!)
saucepan, nOt your blow
Hazel Luck Burt, Rt. 7, cooker..
11=11
tirritt0" 'S
Murray,Lynn D. Burkeen, Rt,
Slow-cookers take too long to
MICHEISON'S
3, Murray, Mrs. Myra J. Orr, get
the foods to the 'boiling
;
708 Payne, Murray, Mrs.
fre
point. You'd b/ wasting tins
Levis Polobett, Dexter,Noble and euertf
11. Story, Rt. 7, Murray,
couldn't be sure the leftovers'

4Iiskjill Falwell
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The Backfire OfSALT
Backfire will be limited only by
"unilateral" Soviet declarations
promising notto use it strategically and
promising not to increase production.
-- Reliance 'on the Kremlin's word
collides with highly classified Air Force
briefings,-featuring a chart showing the
Backfire with longer range than the
other bombers listed. That chart in turn
reflects a recent study sponsored by the
Defense Intelligence Agency(DIA)and
carried out by the Ail.Force's foreign
technology division at WrightPatterson Air Base:
It reveals that, thanks to important
aerodynamic modifications, the
Backfire's "B" model-now in serial
substantially
prnduction-has
lengthened its range. If refueled once,
in midair, the Backfire range is 8 per
-tent-greater than the most advaneedB52s and 17 per cent greater than the
shelved B-1. The DIA study 'is
unmistakable: .the Backfire is an
intercontinental weapon.
As part of the SALT!!agreement,the
Russians agree not to refuel the
Backfire. But that assurance crumbles
on two points: first, the Backfire can hit
the continental U.S. without refueling
.on a one-way mission; second, the
Kremlin's promises are simply not
••.rifiable. The "B" model it fitted for
than he 'already had . demanded of
For 37 years, _Dr. Ly. Lancaster
midair refueling, and advance Soviet
himself."
prepared pre-medical students at
"civilian" aircraft such as the wideAnother added, _"He had .a deep
Western Kentucky University before
1..1m1 11111111f
bodied IL-86 can be easily modified to
interest in molding character and
his retirement in 1960.
become a tanker.
integrity, many of us feel we would not
"Dr. Lank," as he is affectionately
Nor does the Soviet "unilateral"
have madethe grade had it notteen for
known on "the hill" in Bowling Green,
promise not to increase production
this man's personal involvement in our
is the third Calloway countian for
really insure against the threat to the • whom buildings or wings of buildings
pre-medical training and our lives. He
U.S. of a greatly expanded _Backfire
was always teaching, but never
at - Western are named. The wing. .
fleet. 'Thanks to meagertingbutneveta%
peclaniTET--TriaTrAIMIlli
bousiiig thetealthservices-andhospitaldefenses, the bomber is believed by the
a bore."
facilities in the university's sprawling
Pentagon to be a much bigger threat
•
Academic Complfx bears his nave.
++++++
If domestic
than is elvistotfed by' the-Afrits Control
PITTSBURQH (API
with the ' objectives" •Of the
Although he was born in. f#tewart
and Disarmament Agency(ACDA).
nvironmental effort, he said, but he .
steelmakers practiced the same belowitestitined-;
.C.Dunty- Ttart..1217410c4gelr,_Row 84 Alm 1.2linegartomie_—
_ ,cost pricing, used py,foreign exporterST
SALT II describes an uneven poker
and living quietly in a spotless, Modest
to t)ie American -market it wouldn't .applications Of the regulations.
hrie'at"930 Nutwokin Bowling Green,
game between the • Russian and the
It is ditzealistic to expect companies
take 60 days to throw them in jail," said
The Kentucky_ Beard of Nursing betting
his
in
limited
is
Each
Corp.
Steel
considers himself a Calloway countian.
American.
to spend millions of dollars refitting
Edgar B. Speer, U.S.
and Nurse Registration has
Educatioa
.
his
when
by table stakes. But when needed, the
He was just a little fellow
plants that soon will be phased out, he
chairmen.
approved the establishment of a
Marshall
in
Hardin
and
to
pocket
outlawed
his
1914)
into
moved
reach
of
(
can
Act
parents
Russian
Clayton
newly
that
instead
The
said, advocating
Practical Nurse program in Murray.
Cotuity. •
up the ante-by calling on the longthe pricing of goods below cost in order
built plants only be held to "standards
Mrs. Verna Lax was"summoned" by
They were thereonly a few months
range Backfire bomber, not included in
to drive competition out of business,. that meet the best known technology."
Murray Chief of Police Brent Manning
Chestnut
the
to
it,
before they moved
the overall limit on strategic launchers.
- Chairman ijso of the American Iron
and the Trade Act of 1974 restated
and given the request by the Murray
How can the U.S. negotiators
Grove community in East Calloway
saiSer,..readAng the latter _act's and Steel Institute, and thus a chief
Business and Professional Women's.
'aboutIi
was
he
when
say
•
County. Then,
countenance this? Senior officials
statement of purposes.
industry spokesman, Speer said some
Club to accept an award as "being the
years old, the family moved again, this
various' U.S. intelligence agencies
Paragraph 4 of the statement of 'the industry's problems were
person who epitomizes the safe woman
was
lifewhere-provide
"to
a
aims
Yet,
Pottertown,
e.
the
time to
disagree on the Backflrearang
declares as one of
corninninded .bY.I'ashirigtela aftifilde
- - - driver."
- 1916 study• performed for the' Ceritrar
hard.
adequate procedures to safeguard • toward pricihg. In effect, steel is a
DR.L. Y.LANCASTER
Mr. and Mrs. B. K. Trevathan will
day
on
recalled
he
against
•
,
thei
poor,"
labor
putting
(CIA)
Agency
and
were
industry
Intelligence
"We
American
regulated industry, he said.
observe lbeis.„ golden_ wedding
_import
'Backfire- rarige at LOW tilottieter4
this-pait-surttMer. `The-only hope we -a- switchboard for.the,rural telephone
unfair "sr
on October 25.
anniversary
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is
ft
regulat
not
formally
done
had
'they
(about 3,700 miles) has been
competition." Section 301 authorizes
had in growingkup was to go to college system, something
Dennis Lane, Dan Luther, Dale
informally it ls.just as tightly regulated
Pottertown.
in
no
previously
was
there
•
faulty
because
quotas.
discredited-as "based on
at Western,
the President to impose
Hughes, Joe Resig, George Landoll,
as other basic industries," he said,
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•‘•
premises. in secret congressional
tuition at that time. If a man owned a
But, he said, when foreign producers
Larry Lockhart,, Tyron McCuiston,
gas,
oil
them.
natural
among
naming
school
grade
attended
Lancaster
Dr.
was.
he
•
days,
think
those
-"we
director
in
-CIA
costs
woo°
28,
- testimony July
farm worth
= sell at below production
Jackson, Ray Lane, -Wes
Glen
and
Pottertown
and
Grove
•
Chestnut
--Stattsfield Turner-himself-coneededhis --wealthi. Farm wages were $1 a day in
--it's-lovely!'• • -instead-7--of-- -enforcing_
Dale McCuiston, Keith
Furgerson,
tartly,
speaking
In
shirtsleeves,
agency's study was out of date.
and you Worked from sunrise until private schools taught by Lois
promptly the legislation on the books.
Wade„Martin Bogard, Jeff Oakley,Jay
that
industry
"eyery
he
observed
__§peer
early
an
was
who
and
Boatright.•
Inalitr
U.S. -negotiators are putting •aside
sunset:"
The 20 million tonsof.importedsteel,
Cathey, Rickie Milton,.
Wyaft,
the government puts under control is in •
educational
his
in
their own intelligence study and
In 1911, Dr. Lancaster's father, influence
indicated, is the equivalent of 100,000 • trouble." Leaning forward, he snapped
and Ray Sims were winners of the Punt,
a
granted
was
later
He
asspirations.
small-scale
accepting Russian promises because
Elijah Joseph, a carpenter,
domestic jobs.
Pass, and Kick contest, sponsored by
that the government couldn't operate a
and sometime storekeeper, died First Class County Teacher Certificate
they believe that the nation's need for
farmer
Eager to point out the implications of
Parker Ford.
°
a
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profit.
of
repute
house
the
became
It
County.
Calloway
by
age
the
at
and
unexpectedly of pneumonia
an overall arms limitation treaty
steel's difficulties for the local
Hill,
David
Rickey
Erwin, Celia
the
he
often,
suggested_
Too
career.
outweighs inequitable provisions it may
of 41. Being 17 and the oldest child, Dr. springboard of his teaching
national economies, the chairman
Taylor, and Larry Bellare officers of
that it and its
complaints
industry's
rural
first
his
taught
he
1915,
In
•
responsibility
discount
contain. That was the philosophy
Lancaster assumed the
contrasted the $30-a-ton
the Calloway County High School Pep
workers are being hurt by subsidized
school at Grindstone School, and "it
"espoused by chief SALT negotiator
obtained by the American buyer of
of the family.
Club.
that
the
drawn
reaction
have
import,s,
the
of
name
the
as
hard
as
just
was
three
and
were
in
mother
said
Paul Warnke and his lieutenants
He moved his
'foreign-steel with-what he
the cyclical
_arise
from
the
problems
two
next
The
said.
he
private life, though certainly not by - younger sisters - Myrtle, Gladys and school implies,"
much- higher costs in unemployment
nature of the industry or from
Jimmy Carter or a good
candidate
Mavis-to the Shiloh community. Their years, he taught at the West Shannon
compensation and lost domestic
Willard Byrd-was killed-in-a car and
._
-•
-mismanagement. many US'. Senators.' This contrast
•- •
livelihood came frOin what tie- earned School;anrik1918, taught ON year at
production.
train
collison on East Main Street this
promises an historic Senate debate with
teaching in the rural schools Mid what Shiloh. In l919-,-he was principal of the
Acknowledging that some.of the
In a blupt interview Oct. 12, the day
morning. His wife was also.critically .
and
school,
two-room
a
School,
Flint
g
profound consequences.
his mother and sisters Made opei-atat
problems clearly arise from the ups
before he and other steel company
injured.
taught with his sister, Myrtle.
and downs of the business cycle of
executives met at the White House,
Deaths reported include Willie
he
that.
period
this
during
was
It
which it Is so baiic•a part, Speer said it
Speer expressed resentment over what
Stutoblefield, age 89.
attended Western, then a normal
is nevertheless "very convenient to
'he felt was a failure of Washington to
The Murray Training School Chapter
school, during the winter term,
blame management" for all problems.
respond to the industry's difficulties.
of the Future Farmers of America
returning to Calloway County to teach
1, he said, steel producers
If imports were not subsidized, he
Since 197,
received the Gdfd Emblem rating, the
in the rural schools durinithe summer
was aaked,- :could domestic steel
have tried witholit success to-win the
highest award in the- national FFA
in
term. He received his Life Certificate
compete? "Absolutely could," he
ear of federal'officials about imports.
awards, at the national FFA meeting
1921, and immediately enrolled at the
replied. He indicated that Japanese
-Now we're invited down in 1977." He
held in Kansas City. Charles Leroy
University of Kentucky where he
paused. "Invited," he said again, exporters were exploiting rather than
Eldridge is chapter advisor and Larry
"Mind" will begin at 3:30 p.m. in room graduated with honors in 1923. That was
reacting to marketplace demands.
drawing out the pronunciation. "In 1977
Suiter is president.
is
of
Hall.
The
event
500
Faculty
Friday,
faculty.
Western
joined
the
he
through
the year
Monday, October 17,
In 1973-1974, when the world steel
... big deal,"
Bazzell Brothers Super Market at
sponsored by the Department of
Shortly after enrolling at UK and on
October 21
Spat said the industry finally won
industry was at the top of the cycle and
Coldwater is holding its grand opening
and
is
free,
The
admission
Philosophy.
Pernie
Brooks
married
he
26,
1921,
Congressman
November
U.S.
Former
attention to its problems - imports, unable to satisfy all demand, Japanese
today, according to Bill and Hubert
the public is invited.
Pedigo, a Metcalfe County schoolHays of Arkansas will be on campus as
environmental regulations, capital
exports to the United States fell to 11
Bazzell, owners.
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met
had
by
whom
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the
sponsored
teacher
lecturer
a visiting
shortage - only when they became
per cent of the domestic market and
• • -Births reported include a girl, Cathy
Today the first half-semester classes They were married 51 years before her
social problems, with plants closing
Japanese steelmakers sought price .Campus Fellows Program of the
Marie, to Mr. and Mrs. Lanis Wayne
end.
death in 1972 at the age of 77.
Former Members of Congress
premiums.
and "60,000 people hitting the bricks."
Futrell on October 7.
First
District
Library
The
Dr. Lancaster received his master's
Organization. During his visit, he will
He was said to be more optiMistic
The Rev. Orval Austin, pastor of the
With the market now on the low end of
Association will meet from 9 a.m. until degree in 1927 at Ohio State, and four
meet with students, faculty, and
after the meeting with President • the cycle, he said, Japanese exports to
College Presbyterian Church,spoke on
in
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Student
1:30
p.m.
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in
years later was awarded a doctorate
community representatives: He also
Jimmy Carter, encouraged by the
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WASHINGTON-The tentative SALT
agreement virtually pinned down when
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko visited the White House does
not classify_ th-e, Russian Backfire
bomber as-a strategic weapon despite a
new U.S. intelligence report showing it
able to reach North America with ease.
A top secref study puts the Backfire's
range at over 10,000 kilometers (about
6,200 miles), nearly double some
previous estimates. Yet, the strategic
arms limitation (SALT) agreement
relies on a Kremlin pledge-clearly
unvertftabkr--not to use its impressive
new bomber as a strategic weapon.
That - alone _would guarantee
sugnificant opposition to Senate
ratification of the SALT II treaty. But
,briefings within the national security
bureaucracy on the tentative
agreement point to the all-too-familiar
• pattern of U.S.-Soviet negotiations:
steady U.S. retreats with no.significant
•

Russian concessions.
Senior U.S. officials claim a major
"concession" by the Soviets in agreeing
to lower the' overall limit of 2,400
strategic 4aunchers (including long-.
range bombers) fixed at Vladivostok in
1975. But since the limit applies to each
side, calling it a concession can be
challenged. More significantly, the new
agreement abandons President
Carter's demand of last.Spring that
Moscow effectively limit the number of
its fearsome heavy missiles. Without
that limitation and in the absence of
U.S. heavy missiles, the Russians gave
up nothing by reducing the overall limit
_
on strategic launchers.
Similarly, there is a familiar taste to
the way the tentative SALT II
agreement handles tw° weaPans- systems left in limbo at Vladivostok:
the U.S. will .severely limit cruise
missile ranges for three years. But,
according - to -secret briefings,.,the..
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Supplementary Heat Cuts CQsts HOMES FOR AMERICANS
By vivtAN DROWN
AP Neasfeatures
Many people are seeking supplementary heat--Will help
cut the cost of their fuel bills,
especially if they have a'costly
heating system.
The average wood-burning
fireplace may throw little heat
into a room, although some
owners of well-insulated homes
use their fireplaces more often
than their major heating systems. But there are fireplace
units that Zan recirculate heat
into a room and these can provide considerable warmth.
'Then, too, fireplaces may be

supplemented with wood stoves. ering
Miler
In her book, The Wood heating sources.
Burning Stove," Gem HarringUnless you have previous exton aims to provide information perience with
-burning
about heating and cooking al- stoves you shouldwood
not replace
ternatives.
your central heating, cautions
Such stoves include heavy the author, who says,
however,
cast iron and plate steel box 'that heating and crooking
types that have become popular can be cut enormously by bills
using
as emergency heat in the northeast and other areas where a wood-burning stove to supplethere have been power outages. ment a regular heating system.
With wood there should be no
Like generators, which smallhome owners often acquire worries about running out of
after a big storm, upkeep is fuel, she reassures. A neverneeded so that the heating units ending supply of firewood is
are ready to provide service available in the forests and
when it is necessary. But more backyards of America. Man
and more- people are consid- merely harnesses nature to
take care of his needs, she
says.
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_ By ANDY LANG
A. --147A-Tailders have
AP Newsfeatures
rated capacity marked on
Q.- We have an oak Row in
them.. Get one of that type.
our living room that is so beauWhatever thi, -Capacity is, the
tiful we do not cover it with a
Ladder will_hold several times
rug. When we moved in a year
that weight because of safety
ago, the floor was finished with
standards set by government
a penetrating sealer, the kind
agencies and the manufacthat is clear.- There now are •-tarers themselves. You should
several marks on it, possibly
have no problem. Wood ladders
from the bottom of someone's are heavier than aluminum and
shoes, although we don't know
do not conduct electricity-, so
exactly what it is. We don't
should be favored if you do
know much about these things
electrical work. Aluminum ladand have hesitated to try to get
ders are easy to handle, In eithe marks out for fear of ruinther case, inspect the model
- trig the floor. Can you give us
you choose for signs of good' or
some advice?
poor workmanship.
- A-.-- Most stains MC marktcan be Fernbiird by rubbing the
--I-have inherited an old
area lightly with fine steel
dining-room table made of
wool, then cleaning with a cloth ' maple, It -has no finish on it
dampened with turpentine or
and liwant to stain it a walnut
mineral spirits. Wipe dry and
color. Do I have to put
.a sealer
repeat the process if necessary.
over.the stain before I apply
There is no danger of ruining
varnish?
the floor. If the marks are very
A. - Before answering your
stubborn, try sanding lightly
question: I am against staining
with fine paper. In extreme
maple a dark color. Instead of
eases, 'you may have to use
having a nice piece of maple
wood bleach, in which case you
furniture, you have some kind
will have to be very careful not
of undistinguishable wood with
to get any on your hands, face
no character. Why not use a
or clothes. Wear rubber gloves
maple stain? As for a sealer,
and goggles. In any of these
yes, it should go on over - a
methods, removing the marks
stain. If you use a varnish,.
may also take off a little -of the
make it the semi-gloss type.
1_2_511_ fo rit
.497/00t
VP D1r..It.saj
v•I
finish. One advantage of a penetrating sealer is that you can
(For Andy Lang's booklet,
BRICK SIDING COMBINED with frame construction is featured in the
touch up an area and make it
"Wood Finishing in the Home,"
exterior of this tri-level house. lintry is into a large living room while the
blend with the surrounding surwhich describes the techniques
rear of the maitilevel has the kitchen-dining rooms. The upper letel-haia face.
of using varnish, lacquer, shelthree bedrocfms. On the lower level is the family room which has doors
lac, stain, bleach, etc., send 35
leading to a sunken patio. Plan HA1009G has940squarefeet:For addittong
- Q. - I want to buy a step-' --cents add a long, STAMPED,
information write architect Carl Gaiser-enclosing a stamped, selfladder and don't Ithow whether
s e If-addressed envelope to
addressed envelope-at-1560frittegraphRd:;"Sbuthfierit,'Mich.'
180737terMitillidralltuThinum - -Know-How, P.O. Box 477, Hunt- -4
or wood. This is of concern to
_ington, NY 11743. Personal reme because I'weigh more than
plies cannot be given, but questions of general interest will be
200 pounds. What do you suganswered in the column:)
-RelM

If it takes 141 gallons of oil to
equal a cord of wood (as fuel
potential) and if oil costs 40
cents a gallon, a person could
i&F•
/
afford to pay $56 for a cord of
ANIF•••,....../ .
wood, the authorstates. In fact
.mately 1650 square feet. Such a a cord of shag' bark hickory
By ANDY LANG
'system is not inexpensive. It's. will deliver as much heat agAP Newsfeatures
presently priced at $9,500.Jbe 241---gallons of fuel oil, she
- engineers figure that the pay- .-claims.
A recent ailunur, in ageneill'
solar
the
discussion of
use
of
back period, considering the
• energy for names, contained „
"Even then you don't need to
' upward spiral of utility rates,
reference
under
to
testa
brief
way In Albuquemne,,N.K.ind
could be less than 10 years.. buy all your wood," she says,
Competition will bring down the 'there Is. so much free." It Wading River, N.Y.,
. utilising_
of solar energy systems, could come from the property
heat pumps.'
while parts and equipment now of friends, relatives, dumps,.
Seldom has a cotrunent' handcrafted will be less ex- landfills, state forests, national
brought such a flood of mail,
pensive when manufactured in forests, telephone company tree
•,with most of the readers asking
clearings, hurricanes, ice
mass production.
...: for more detail on the use of
Solar energy 'systems and storms and the like. She cites
with
pumps in connection
"- sheat
onireffergrment
products of all sorts are being wood for its availability, easy
pumps pew_
_ ..-.....
rnanufactured by filindretis-of-----storage, non-pollution and beauered by electricity actually
companies, with the result that ty. And if you can order it in
have been in use _kir many
some extravagant claims are 'four-foot lengths, you can save
years, growing in popularity. being made. The government additional money. A typical
- recently aleng---iwith- -the inand industry are working on pick-up truck can not handle a
creased demand for air condiprograms designed to see that cord of wood which likely
tioning, since they-take care of
the solar products live up to the weighs more than a ton and a
both heating and cooling needs.
half, she points out. A full cord
claims being made for them.
of four-foot wood requires a
• The Albuquerque-Wading Riv- For instance, the Air Condi- --dump tFP-C-k•-er-projecis encompass solar
honing and Refrigeration
houses with electrical backup
•••
Wood burning also has some'
. Heist pumps will work,,- ditute a trade associatititLol .djeaavantages Wood 15_ heavyi
manufacturers of heating-cool- stoves need maintenance; fires
in conjunction with solar collieilia equipment, expects to have and chimneys need tending.
tors on the roofs of the houses,
a rating program for solar col•-•4- pelting- heat from outside air
The book includes a woodlectors Within a year. The col.- - even during,cold weather pen-addition-.40-_-_eapoome %lectors will be rated by. their- _ burning .stove catalogue with
ability to collect treat from tbe Information Shout the purchase
the heat directly to the houses,
.
4._ of stoves. that range from the
the solar collectors will provide -11411:-with testing done- by inde
pendent laboratories as well as Franklin type and Scandinavian
heat 'to warm water in 200-to
the institute. One of the objec- stoves to cook stoves that have
300-gallon storage tanks. These
Oyes of the program is to pro
- ovens and warming closets, and
tanks will be used for heating
at night and on cloudy days. A . vide information that will help -box stoves with cooking tops
a
mini-computer, located in the _consumers decide how long it and lids' that become griddles.
will take for the cost of the so- There are also thermostatically
basement of each house, will
equipment to,return savings controlled heaters- one with a
gauge the house's energy re. on fuel costs. Incidentally, seven-and-a-half-foot firebox
quirements and automatically
there are now more than 200 requires loading only once in 12
instruct the system how to
different types or models of so- hours. Another, a cast iron
meet
these
needs.
•
4.-.-1-er
-quires loading only once'in 12_
"Sfany other chistii3ittilitie
---- -z-iiir cOliettors.
- hours. Anothef, a cast iron
now being tested. In some
. (Po-it-yourselfers will find Danish box stove, can heat an
heating
year-T.141110
.
w*systems
_ .cases,
,and air
enneitinning
tdoeh -tamable- infoundskor-iw--area of 10,000 cubic feet. And
Andy lang's-liiindbe61,---"Pr-i-e----olose Pot-bellied stove.. - origshave already been introduced
heal Home Repairs;" available unity made for railroad stainto development homes. At
Sun City', Ariz., such a system' - '115 SedilIng 11-10 to this -news---li0Oef nce -still available. So,
paper at Box 5, Teaneck, NJ too, the trim little parlor stove.
has been installed in three-bedThere is informatibn on how to
le
room model houses of approxi- 07666.)
-buy and order the stoves.
In addition to comparison of
A GOOD HOME IMPROVEMENT COINTRACI OH can help "tui re-de•ign your
PR; wood fuel values there is inforhome „with alundnorie
This n-g0, tired, squat -old house with its broken
mation on recommended dishingles and peeling paCnt-becittne""beitei:thiin
eirerul selection otheige mensions of fireplaces and heat
aluminum siding with white trim. Double 4-inch aluminum siding was Used vertiequivalents of wood.
cally on the first two stories to give the home a taller, mare elegant appearance..Old _
wiskiden-Viliid`ow casings were covered with custom-formed white aluminum to pro("The Wood Burning Stove"
vide both beauty. and lo* maintenance. White paint brightened up the decorative
published
by
Macmillan.)
is
4i4
scroll-work and wooden columns,and white aluminum storm windows were added
as•final,energy-saving, decorator touch. For more information on re-siding your
home,write for a copy of"A Homeowner's Guide to ChoosingSiding," available free
from the Siding Information Bureau,250 West 57th Si., Dept. M-4,New York, N.Y.
of
10019._
..cost

Here's-the Answer Etg

.

.

'

Brokenpilotin to better-tii-art,new!

ciREPLAce
SHOPPE -i?
Now! A beautiful, energy saving wood burning fireplace for every budget.
•

Also we carry
a full lino of
-Ben Franklin Fireplaces
r Automatic Wood Heaters
r Wood & Coal Stoves
-Plus many Hearth accessories, glass screens•&
related gift items.

Stop in and discuss your Fireplace needs with our
qualified sales personnel.
histallatioa ea all
available.

_
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_
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753,4150
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Storm windows and doors stave
off high costs and chilly blasts

The "work triangle" apAluminum storm winctows
proach to kitchen planning
and doors and replacementremains the classic favorite
windows are a great energy- `.
of the 4,000,000 Americans
saving idea these.days. What
1109 N. Market St.
who remodeled their kitchwith higher heating fuel
ens last year.- according to
Paris, Tn.
642-3352
costs, expected tax incenthe National Home Imtives and memories of last
provement Council, the-New
winter's bitter cold, now may.
York-based coordinated
be as good a time as any Invoice of the 530-billion home
take that energy conservaimprovement industry..
tion step.
According to'theCouncil,
Storm windows can cut
a working kitchen begins
heating bills 10 to 20 per cent.
• with plans for three workaccording to the National
centers.
Bureau of standards.. Al
should
Theaink
be
the
first
(THURSDAY)
craw 1977 'fuel prices in a
of the work-centers to be
6,000 degree-day climate,
placed. Traditionally, the
such as Cleveland and'
sink is found - under a winChicago, the investment in
Come on
and %kit. lie Will be
dow: but if locating it there
storm windows and doors
reach
puts
of
it
the
out
reof
can be recovered in five
available for questions concerning 4c1
frigerator, it can be placed on
years, the NBS repoi-ted.
inside
vrattan
-or
the 1-n113(.11ln- tine line.
Thalt's-bestd-corcurrem4tratwhich would make'the wining oil prices.
dow space a_vailable for a dinThe payback period could
ing or seating area.
be as few as two to three
The second work center is
s3
,",1or electrically-heated
hyom
eare
the refrigetator, It should-beplaced so the door, or doors,
And with President Car- STORM WINDOWS, such is these aluminum tripleopen toward the counter '
ter's proposed tax credits for track kiitd with screens,can cut heating bills 10 to 20
serving it.
home insulation the incentise per cent rile-cording to the Nuitonal Bureau of Stan-'The cooking area is the
is eVen greater. Under the •dards. Both storm sash and the screen each have their
third center, completing the
Carter proposal, homeossn- own tracks for self-storage.
"work triangle." It is baers would get a tax credit ot
sically the path walked by the
20 per cent of the first $2.000 in the fall and spring,
with double-glazing that can
homemaker as she works in
spent on "apOroved" contake the place of storm winWhen shopping for winher kitchen.
dows.
servation measures. dows, try to see a full-size
Professional kitchen planuse WRAP-ON
Aluminum storm windily.s sample,if possible, and^comA new type of highly
ners adviser starting at-the - -would tall tinder the
pare the quality of the- ‘flicieitt altuninum replacecenter tront of the sink,
mere that is popular his a
proved" conservation -me.1
windows—particularly at the
HEAT
corners where joints should- '''thermal break' of special
measuring to the center front
• FIBER GLASS
_ When approved, the hcc be neat, yet- strong. Reinsulation inside the
of the range, then to the reTAPES
creditswould be retroacjoc member, the heavier the . aluminum to protect against
frigerator and back to the
So'
to the President's messaize- frame and general.construcenergy loss and condensation
sink. If the distance between
...-V111116111°I
Therefore,ills not necessdn, ,:tion, the stronger and more i through the aluminum frame.
any two of these work cenI
•
to postpone installation untsl durable the window.
'' .Aluminum viindows usuNO MU LIMIT
ters is less than foug feet.
sr sett
final passage of the legisl,'
ally are availableln null finish
there won't be. sufficient
6tin REPLACEMENT
also
windows
Top
quality
tion.
(plain).- clear anodized for
counter or storage space
weatherstrip.
GUARANTEE,
thicker
have
Only about 23 million ,4 ping and heavier-glass that
added protection against poi
serving each center.
the 75 million year-roo0
in the air, or painted.
lutants
If any one path is more
3 Ft. to 30 Ft.
least IX ounces per '
one-family homes in the n
aluminum can be,
Phrin
seven
feet
(with
than
the
exsquare-foot.
See Your Self-Service
ited States have storm •• in
. paint to match your horne,
• ceplion of the distance bedows on every window. o:
If your windows are loose - if de red..
tween refrigerator to range,
. and drafty—or hard to getiqi
ported the Census
For a free copy ofa booklet
which can be as much as nine
The most widely-sold type .•I ...and' down—consider reon selecting aluminum win
feet) unnecessary distances
storm window is the "owls' placement windows. They
dows-, write to the Window
will be walked by the
Information Bureau. Z30
track" aluminum winch)... easily install in place of your
*honiemaket. All of•th-ese
New- York,
that canes with screens;that old wind° sand cut dowiton „West 5/th
20$ E Main .%
paths together should not be
sari he simply slid into plase -”a-55 lee&s•
• _are Iv'ailable_ NY 10019.'
less than twelve feet-or more

10:00 Till 4:00
Oct. 20th
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Classic
kitchen
'work
triangle'
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STOP
SWEATING
& DRIPPING
piPES

STOP
FROZEN
PIPES!
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WORM 40

•

$198
w Murray Supply.

Co.,Inc.

than twenty-tun:acct.
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•

•
•
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•

1.•/C CO WAVE OVEN

You Are Invited Too See A Live
Demonstration of
Microwave Cooking
with the

Amana Radarange
Date:

Place:- m store

Wed. Oct. 19
12-4:00 PM

Ward=
Elkins

411 Maple

Murray,

-

•••
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,
*
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Racer Cagers
n Wheelch_air
Game Friday

Standing On
The Firing- line'
By

Mike Brandon

The Murray State Racers
will open their basketball
season Friday night with a
handicap. they'll be playing
in wheelchairs.
The exhibition game,
against the Eastern Kentucky
.
*.
Roadrunners, will be played
For the past two weeks, I've been expecting the Murray
Tennessee had been averaging -nearly 400 yards.in total ofKENTUCKY ROADRUNNERS -The Man* -State Racers will have a
tough
fisl-Tridify
nighfWME-7:2
-at
pm'
State Football team to break loose at any time.
Besnear GYM.
fense and 23 points per game. For the past two weeks, they
'
they host the Eastern Kentucky Roadrunners to a wheelchair game at 8 p.m. in Beshear
Gym- ' nasium Friday.
_They did and they didn't Saturday. For one quarter, they
have been without their regular quarterback but he will
nasium at the Student Union Building. left to right, front row, are Morris Adkins, Danny AmRoadrunners
are one of
The
played tough on offense but after that, it was all on the
return against the Racers.
burg', Terry Bennett, Gary Adkins, Randall Ray, lorry Dolton and Kenneth Mullins. In the
115 teams in the National
bock
shoulders of the defense to hold Middle Tennessee.
The game might well boil down to a shoot-out between the
Wheelchair
are manager David Cecil and coach Phil Glover.
Basketball
The defense did just that and of course, the Raters won
two quarterbaeks. Ruzich has a shotgun arm. He's quite
Association.
play out of
They
the game and ended their four-game losing streak. So...
-"capable in that department. But he is not the scrambler
Paintsville, Ky.
.-.One.game doesn't make a season. Nor, do four losses
Dickens is. That simply means the Racers will have to get
The game is being sponnecessarily end one. The simple fact is the Racers are still
superb offensive line play, something they did not get in the
sored by the Murray-Calloway
at a crucial situation where they could well turn the tide and
quarters
three
last
at Middle.
County Jaycees and by the
wind up with a 7-4 or 6-5 record or I we won't say what else
Murray must win at East Tennessee. If the Racers come
Rehabilitation Club at Murray
they could4:loi.
following
3-4,
home
will
they
week
the
win
over Eastern
_
• State. There will be a one
Murray could have won 30-9 Saturday. When Mike
Kentucky and even the season record. And if they do that,
-dollar donation charged at the
Dickens left the game, after one quarter, he had 50 yards in
they will very likely upset Austin Peay in Stewart Stadium
By ALEX SACHARE
Portland does not play its first games. ,
door.
' passing and 50 on the ground for a total of 100 yards. !qot
Rookies Ray Williams,Ulen
the following
. about•
AP Sports Writer
gamt until Friday. If the
All proceeds from the game
;badfor one quarter_
To bekuite honest
-it, the Racers may well finish 7-4
Willis Reed, captain and Blazers can win the title Gondrezick and Toby Knight
will go to the Special Winter
, Backup quarterback David Ruzich kept the ball just one
mainstay of the New York again, they'll be the first and trade acquisition inn
- •Olympics, which are 1- 000*-_____
time and gained two yards. Thus, Murray lost another r‘un-.
They will have to display confidence in each other and for
Knicks' 1970 and 1973 repeat champions since the Cleamons are expected to
sored on the local level by the _Mrigback -when Dtckens went out. With the wind gusting the.
bolster the Knicks, who have
60 minutes of actual playing time, bust their rears. The
championship teams, returns Boston Celtics in 1968-69.
Jaycees.
way it was, Middle knew Murray would not throw much.
whole season hangs on Saturday and how well the Racers
The New Jersey franchise -..gone through three losing
to the club as coach tonight as
„ •
And of course,they knew Ruzich wouldn't do much runningseasons
do in the mountains.
Missed
the
have
and
the Knicks open the National competed last year in
therefore they keyed on the other Racer runningbacks.
,
Basketball Associdtion's 32nd Uniondale, N.Y., as the New playoffs the last two..
To Do Racer Games
So you wind up with Murray not scoring in the second
Kansas City also has seine
season against the revamped York Nets,- but will be based
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) half.
Kansas City Kings.
for the next two seasons in significant newcomers: rookie
Chet
Coppock, sports director
"Itfasa game of tvgi.pointers," MSU coach Bill.flurgen
guard
Birdsong,
Otis
the
In other opening night Piscataway, N.J. After that,
Basketball practice officially opened yeaterday afternoon
son said at the Big M Club meeting last night.
games, - Loa - Angeles is at the club is scheduled to move second man picked in the of Indianapolis television
but the real fun doesn't begin until later this-week. .
"The iiiccess and failure of the two-point plays made the
Milwaukee, Chicago at to a rTew arena to be built in college draft, and two trade station WISH-TV, has joined
In fact, the Racers have a game Friday, They'll be
difference in the game. It was certainly a great thing for
playing in wheelchairs and going against the Eastern Ken- 'Cleveland, New Jersey at the Meadowlands Sports acquisitions, center Tom the radio broadcast team for
someone
_
like Ruzich to walk on -the field and on his first
tucky Roadrunners, one of the top wheelchair teams in the . Detroit and Golden State at Complex in East Rutherford, Burleson of Seattic and guard all home games of the
play,throw the twO--point conversion pass.
Lucius Allen from _Los Indianapolis Racers this
Phoenix.
nation.
-Then, Sam Franklin got us the safety on the first play of
Reed is one of three new ------Reed inherits a group of Angeles. Coach Phil Johnson season
And if you are unable to make the game,since it's also the
The
World
Hockey
the game and then on Middle's touchdo", we stopped them
coaches in the NBA this players with big reputations is hopeful this trio will boost
Murray High Homecoming Friday, then you can catch the
on the two-point conversion. Sc it was quite simply a game
season, but the only one who'll and paychecks to match. But -the Kings into playoff Association team announced
Racers in an open scrimmage Sat urdayin the Sports Arena
Monday that Coppock, who
of two-pointers."
be tested tonight. Seattle's many
at 7 p. m.
are
weak
in contention.
The win did cost the Racers though.
Los Angeles center_Kareem also is public address
Bob Hopkins and Buffalo's fundamentals, and that is
Racer coach Fred Overton said his club will scrimmage
_Dickens showed up at the meetin_g on cretches. Thamh - almost eveiTSa_turday
Cotton Fitzsimmons start what Reed has stressed during Abdul-Jabber, 'the league's announcer for the Chicago
night and the public is_javited_te_a_t:there are no breaks, it appears doubtfal Dickens will be
the exhibition season when Most Valuable Player last Bears of the National Football
tend. There will be a couple of Saturdays when Overton will --their seasons Wednesday.
ready in time to go against East Tennessee in the Minidome
be out of town and the Racers won't scrimmage so watch
Defending champion New York won six of eight year, has many newcomers in League,
• Saturday afternoon.
his supporting cast on the for the radio play-byplay.
the pap& for more information on the scrimmages.
The Racer broadcasts _
, Also, the Racers leist ilefensiii_e tackle Chuck Marquess , On November 5, the Racers
Lakers. Rookie forward
will play an intrasquad game
for the season. Mar.quess will have to undergo surgery for
Kenny Carr. broke a bone in originate on WIBC
at Paducah Community allege. The game will begin at
torn ligaments.his foot and will be out for at Indianapolis.
7:30 p. m. Then on November 14, the Racers play a7 p. m.
Before their 35-0 loss at Western Carolina Saturday, East •
least a menth, but other
scrimmage game at Mayfield High School.
rookies who will see action
last—
include guards Brad Davis
DENVER (AP) Step right up and win a Monday night and Norm Nixon and backup
copies with a
football brick.
center James Edwards. Other
Business is booming at the Sweetwater pub since owners
new faces include forward
difference
began a raffle with the winner getting to toss the brick
Jarnaal Wilkes, signed from
through a television set at sportscaster Howard Cosell.
Golden State as a free agent;
you can see
•
Football fans here, upset at ABC-TV for not scheduling - playmaker Ernie DiGregorio,
their Denver Broncos for a MOndey night television
bought from Buffalo, and
pearance and claiming Cosell deliberately has omittedDen- swingmao Lou .Hudson,
ver f_rem the halftime highlights on occasion, have taken obtained by trade from
_
----theirire-out on
—
Atlanta - By FRED ROTHENBE,RG elimination ..by_ winning ____bases.- said Hooton. "I think. designated as the Yankees' They contend Cosell has the clout within the network to get
Wilkes and Nixon are both
Copies Iron our new,
AP Sports Writer
Sunday and look tonight to - we'll be in good shape if Lean sixthgame pitcher, cleaned..utheBrOncos on the tube, but hasn't because he believes-Den- expected to be in the starting
low-cost
695 Dry Copier are
NEW YORK (AP)- Mike Hooton, who beat the Yankees do that."
lineup tonight.
ver has a mediocre team.
out his locker on Monday.
something else Theyie
Torrez and the New York with a five-hitter in Game 2
The
Milwaukee,
unbeaten
Broncos,
Monday was a day elf for
meanwhile,
atop
the
American
Football ConferFigueroa has been ailing the
nth, black Solids are
Yankees try to end the Wednesday night.
travel in this cross-country past few weeks with a sore ence's Western Division, won their fifth game Sunday, rout- presents the youngest team in
completely filled Some say
baseball season that.•began- - -The Hootort victory evened _ ,matchup of traditional rivals,. finger, but ,said he threw on ing the world champion Oakland Raiders 30-7 in Oakland.
the league with youthful
they look as it they've ticen
last February while-the Les- matters at 1-1 before Torrez -131d.--4-didillS/01/.030. Yankees Satutday_ ad Stade", "and I
Mike lioward, a 26-year-old railroad worker, won the latest veterans like Brian Winters,
printed- See tor yourself, Ito
.raffle and blasted a used Mark-and-white set even though • -Quinn
Angeles Dodgers rest their sawed off the Los Angeles bats from
Buckner,-- -- Junior
adding
another felt 100 percent."
-ebtrption Cart ui
--hopes ow Burt Hooton's in the Series' pivotal game-. 1nstaljflent to their datIY.§0,0P _ Yankee,. Manager , Billy Cosell, who is working the World Series, did not appear.
Bridgeman and Dave Meyers
knuckle-curveball tonight in laet Friday.
•
Spurred on by rffboting, cfieering crctwcf of Bronco sup- and a trio of first-round draft
-Opera, which has been spiced Martin, however, got a
sixth game of the 1.977 World
-I can't lay back- and be with back-stabbing,• second- different diagnosis after porters, the bearded Howard tossed a curve through the choices -center Kent Benson
Series.
fine," Torrez said Monday. "I guessing, personality clashing consulting the team doctor black-and-white set that would have made Catfish Hunter en- of Indiana, a two-time AllThe best-of-seven Series have to go right at them --, be and near-firings.
vious. The television exploded into shards of glass and clouds American; forward Marques
and two trainers.
returns to Yankee Stadium aggressive on the mound. I
Johnson of UCLA, college
Ed Figueroa, at first
"I know he wants to pitch of dust,the onlookers(ossing more taunts at Cosell.
with the New Yorkers needing know if I pitch a good game
basketball's Player of the
"I like him ( Cosell) myself," Howard said after shattering
but I'm not going to take a
one victory for their 21st world and we win, we're world
Year last winter, and
chance and put a man out the set on his first try. "But he has a big mouth and is a little
title. The Dodgers,- trailing 3 champions.
116 NORTH 7TH
swingman Ernie Grunfeld, the
,•
-there who is not 100 per cent in obnoxious.
.
games to 2, staved off
"I want to win itina bad
leading
cuts
Scorer
"He
TheBroncos
and
rebounder
down
and
a
lot
gives
them
bad
deal.
a
a
big
game,"
MAYFIELD
said
theBy The Associated Press
247-5912
way," he said, pointing to his._ American Football
in Tennessee history._ _
He's from back East and he's just for the eastern teams.
Conference embattled manager.
ring finger. "I want the one
"I think the point of this is it's just fun. Howard is the focal
Figueroa- said Martin 'had
Eastern Division
f the ring) that says
See Marjorie Major
'World-,•
.-.W L T Pct. PP PA given him permission . to go point."
Champions."'
Trovtol Consu/tant
Gerrr Brown, manager of the bar, said he began the raffle
5 0 0 1.000 128 74 home since he wasn't in the
The Dodgers, who want to Miami
business.
drum
to
up
Yanuees'
pitching
plans.
So he,
na
4 1 0 .800108 84
become the fourth team in N Eng
was thinking that I'd sure like to get a shot at Cosell and
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
3 2 0 .600130 97 cleaned out his locker."Then--1 •
history to come back from a 3- 'NY
we came up with the raffle idea," Brown said.
All YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. ffZtristal
Jets • 2 3 0 .400 83 101 came back to my hotel and
Corred
*
1 deficit, hope Hooton's Buff
His only outlay is about $25 a week for a used black-andNo Charge by us.
.
1 4 0 .200 42 80 heard he was saying that I left
Address
baffling knuckle curve- ball
the club," Figueroa said."But white set, he said, and business has picked up five-fold since
Price same as direct.
Central Division
For Bonanza Buildings is
will be their savior.
For Information and
Hstn
3 2 0 .600 93 71 he -gave me permission. It is the start of the season. ,
awl=
"I'm going to try to keep Pitts
Travel Literature call
Brown said he outlined the idea in a letter to Cosell, and the
3 2 0 .600 92 71 just a lisunderstanding."
I.
Mickey Rivers and Willie Cleve
Figu roa said he will be at response was what he expected. "He's not happy about this
3 2 0 .600 91 107
753-GOGO
(4646)
Murray,Ky.
Randolph .( the Yankee's Cinci
White Novi* Off Kfl
2 3 0 .400 79 84 the big ballpark in the Bronx at all," Brown said.
speedy leadoff batters) off the
"He called it an ungentlemanly thing to do.and a cheap
711 /Auk Strevit
tonight, as will be some 56,000
Western Division
,ors
"'"•—
.
S 0 0 1.000 1111 '13 fans, a source of some concern_ publicity stunt," Brown said. "He's right. It is a cheap pub"fieWginfL"
the
Dodgers.
to
OkInd
41 0 .800 110 75
During Game 2, the Dodger
S Diego
3 2 0 .600 81 58
Stle
1 4 0 .200 77 149 bullpen was bombarded by CANDLES— PLANTS — COPPER— PLANTS — BRASS
PLANTS— HANGERS- PLANTS—BASKETSK.C.
00 .000 65 121 bottles and a an enormous
-a
National Football Conference fruit salad - one piece at a
time. As the game ended,
Eastern division
Dallas
5 0 0 1.000 144 78 right fielder Reggie Smith was
Wash
3 2 0 .600 77 74 beaned by a rubber ball hurled
S Louis
2 3 0 .400 75 91 from the upper deck, causing
NY Gnts
2 3 0 .400 74 120 neck and back spasms that
Phila
2 3 0 .400 71 71 continue to bother him.
-The fans? They're gonna
Central Division - .
Minn
4 1 0 .800 74 49 be there. The less said about
Dirt
3 2 0 .600 778 them the better," said Smith,
please iiermit me to clarifymy position again,
Chcgo
2 3 0 .400 107 123 who has•contributed two of the
regarding Murray State University.
Gn Bay
1 4 0 .200 54 82 Dodgers' eight Series homers,.
My support of Murray State is known to many of you
Tpa Bay
0 5 0 .000 36 85 the most by any team since
and it will continue in every way possible. But there
Baltimore had 10 in 1970.
Western Division
cannot be any conflict of interest in priorities or actions
AtInta
3 2 0 .600 47 22
"I'm happy to be going back
on the part of the University at the expense of the city
L.A.
3 2 0 .600 97 62 to Yankee Stadium. It's a big
or the people. I would take prompt action -as mayor to
N OrIns
1 4 0 .200 88 99 ballpark with big gaps and
prevent any such future actions. But there is no excuse,
S Fran
0 5 0 .000 46 107 we're a gap-hitting team."
much less a sound reason for a strained or unresponMonday's Game
"It's always nice to play in
sive relationship between the two.
Pittsburgh 20, Cincinnati 14
our home ballpark," said
An employe of a state institution or any state conSunday, Oct. 23
Martin. "We've played real
trolled unit should not serve as mayor because the abCleveland at Buffalo
well at home."
solute passibility of conflict of interests exists and that
Dallas at Philadelphia
But they haye lost two
is reason enough. But Murray State cannot afford to be
Denver at Cincinnati
straight on their home-field six
in. 'a position which could affect the leadership of city
'Green Bay at Tampa Bay
times this season, which is
government as that could easily be misconstrued In an
Houston at Pittsburgh'
what the Dodgers are counting
unfavorable light. We must keep in mind, Murray State
New York Giants at Washing- on here.
is a part - a vital, important part- of this community ,
ton
"Our victory (Sunday)
not the reverse.
Oakland at New York Jets
decreased the odds," said
• As Major I sincerely feel. the long-time favorable
Seattle at Miami
Dodger
Manager
Tom
relationship will return to normal. I do not believe that
Atlanta at Chicago
I asorda. "People were saying
would be true with my opponent as mayor.,
New Orleans at St. Louis
how only three teams have
Vote For
Baltimore at New England, won three straight after being
•
•'
•
H. Ed Chrisman
I NBC)
down 3-1. Well, that doesn't
Please Clip
Detroit at San Francisco
apply to us any more.
..More Issues.To.Folloto .
' Kansas City at San Diego
"The question now is: How
DixielaitShopping Center
1,),m;in Canipawnrund
74.!11668
• Monday, Oct. 24
aork.i-gwir
many teams have won two
P-iiiity.treornirer
Minnesota at_ jam Angeles, stiaight? That's all it is.fut.
us
—SOL3V3 — Mind — Niti101131/1 NVI ONTh—utond—tanisiow
(n)(ABC) ; •
now.";
lant 4 •
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Saturday's Game "Must Situation" For MSU

Willis Reed Returns To Knicks,
To Make Coaching Debut Tonight
•_

Practice Open

-Win Raffle Ticket: Get To
Fling Brick At Cosell On TV
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Rests On Hooton s Arm- .
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Steelers Whip Bengals 20-14
In Game Filled With Errors
PITTSBURGH ( AP) Maybe you saw the Pittsburgh
Steelers beat the Cincinnati
Bengals on Monday night
television, but didn't follow a
few of the freak and frantic
happenings.
You weren't alone
-There were lots of things
out there I didn't understand,"
said Bengal team founder and
ex-coach Paul Brown, the football authority who have
the game such innovations as
face masks, play books and _
game films.
Whatever the films show
today, both coaches gave gut
impressions after the Steelers
won 20-14.
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called time. Dreith figured
Lambert was injured. And the
timeout was charged to the
Steelers under NFL rules
because Lambert stayed in
the game.
The referee said, he was
Concerned
with Lambert's
well being," said Noll.
Lambert was only slightly
huirt, but • very mad. "He
argued he didn't need a time
out," Noll said.
Cincinnati got three more
PlaYs

There was an incomplete
pass to Billy Brooks. Then
Curtis dropped a pass in the
endzone. The game ended with
a pass Curtis carried to the
seven before three Steelers hit
him. "If I had an opportunity
to pitch it and toss it, I would
have pitched or tossed it,"
said Curtis.
Steeler linebacker Jack
Ham summed up the finish.
"We were just trying to
boost the NeiLson ratings,"
Ham deadpanned. -

Michigan Remains Atop
Poll, Wildcats Eighth

By The Associated Press
The new Na. .8 was
Colorado's tie with Kansas, Kentucky, 54 and 369 points,
Nebraska's loss to Iowa State which made a big jump from
and Kentucky's victory over No. 12 after pounding ISU 33Louisiana State caused a 13 at Baton Rouge. Arkansas,
.
major shakeup in the Top 20, 4-1, was ninth, down one spot,
but topranked Michigan and with 340 points, and Penn
No. 2 Texas continue to State remained 10th, receiving
RACER,QUARTERBACKS-The MU) quarterbacks were guests at the Big M Club meeting Mondominate The Associated 328 points, after holding off
day."aft to right ore Racer coach Bill Furgerson, Mike Dickens, David Bolick and Roger Rushing.
Press college football poll.
Syracuse 31-12,-Dickens was the offensive player of the week for the Racers. He had 100 yards in total offense
Michigan, 6-0, swamped
before leaving the game with an injury near the end of the first quarter.
previously-unbeaten and 14thBy The Associated Press
"A loss -is a loss is a loin,"
ranked_ Wisconsin 56-0 and
(Staff New by Mike Irendofe)
The Top Twenty teams in
said Bengal wide receiver
received
-47
first-place
'vote-a The Associated Press college
The Steelers and Bronco: • recognized Stout, Brown,
and 1,1e8 points to hold the top football
Isaac.cartispicked up wins In sixth an4-4arner, West, McDougal and
poll, with first-place._
Curtis was smothered at the seventh grade football action
spot. Texas, 5-0, a 13-9 winner
Buddy Simmons for offensive
votes in parentheses. season
Steelers' seven-yard line to at Murray Middle School
over Arkansas, got eight firstplay and Jimmy Kelly, West,
records and total points. Point*
end the game after Pittsburgh Monday evening.
ptlice ballots and 1,014 points based on 20-)8-l6-14-12-12-9-8-7McDougal, Turner, David
nearly lost a 13-potht lead in -._ In the opening contest, the
from a nationwide panel of 56 6-5-4-3-24: .
York and Dan Whiteford for
last seconds.
sports
writers
and
Broncos remained undefeated defensive play. The Broncos
1.Michigan (47 ) 6-0-0 1,100
• -; Here- are- some event* lints-with a 2643 win over the Colts are now
sportscasters:
• •-.
led up to that last gasp.
ir-2.Texffs-(8) - -0-0 1,014
. while in the second game, the
The Steelers. and Browns
Alabama, Ohio State,. 3
Bradshaw, who cracked the, Steelers won 13-4 over the
811
4:0
Ahi
4-1-0
laobasm
ta
played a seoreteSs first half in Southern Cal and Oklahoma
small bone in his left wrist last 'Browns. •
5-1-0
700
the nightcap..
otn7e47nottcieh
all moved
week in Houston, started the
5-1-0
689
5.S.Calif.
The Broncos got off to a 13-0
The first points of the game *
off tuhpe
aswith 6.0klahoma
5-1-0
638
game wearing a plastic cast-- halftime lead in their win over came following a punt when
Kansas by Colorado, which
Hi -fumbled his first center -the .Colts..The Broncos scored
7.Colorado 5-0-1
431
the Steelers were dropped in fell from third to seventh.
snap. "I guess that shook the on their first possession of the
8.Kentucky 11
369
5-1-0
the endzone ' by Harry
Alabama, 4-1, which beat 9.Arkansas
fans ,up some," he laughed game when on a halfback `
4-1-0
340
Weatherly for a safety, Tennessee 24-10, was third
Tatar.
328
10.Penn St.
5-1-0
,
,_ option, Robert Stout con- __malting it __a 2-0 lead fOr.
thwith 811 ttoeits
• ; Ohio State, 5.- 11.Notre Dame
296
4-.1-0
Oa the first-Play of the nected on a 35-yard bass to Browns. . •
th276
700
; 12.Texas A&M
fourth
atihg I6.wwia
second quarter, Rocky Bleier Jimmy West. Stout ran in the
220
4-1-0
e
In the third period, the
e l,
aftertobe
poinmts
ovaed
ran one yard for a Steeler conversion for a 7-0 lead.
13.Texas Tech
5-1-0
151
Steelers, finally got on the Southern Cal, 5-1, got 638
touchdown, set up a couple of
4-1-1
143
The final score of the first board when Nicky Santagado - points and advanced to fifth by 14.Pitt
short Bradshaw to John half came late in the first
5-1-0
111
picked eff a pass and returned beating Oregtn 35-15, and 15.California
Stallworth passes."I play well period when Tim Brown
44
5-1-0
it 60 yards for a touchdown.", Oklahoma, 5-1, . jumped to 16.lowa St.
there's
a
when
lot
of
heat,"
40
17.Brig.Young
4-1-0
connected
with
Steve
DEFENS1YE STANDOUTS-Two of the Racer defensive standouts from the i3-9 win at Middle
Mc- . John Smelser scored on the sixth with 638 points after
said - Bradshaw,
who-Mti-gal for a 30-yard TD 38
18.Nebraska
4-2-0
Tennessee were honored Monday. left to right ore Coach Bill Furgerson, Roy Buckley and Sam
conversion tO7rita-ke it- a7-2edging - Missouri 2147.
completed six of nine passes strike. The conversion failed.
33
2-1-1
19.Florida
game.
Franklin. Beckley bad a superb game at his cornerback position while Franklin had six tackles and
Colorado, 5-0-1, had 431 points
and kept the ball on the
31
5-1-0
20.Clemson
In the opening minute of the
The unusual score of 7-4 then, for seventh.
three assists along with a safety, a fumble recovery and three sacks for 36 yards.
ground. "Last week in third period, the Colts closed
popped on the board in the .
Houston,•I wasasrelaxed-asa the gap to a touchdown asfourth quarter when the
dog in a bunch of daisies, and -David McCuiston scored•-on'a
Steelers, backed up deep 'in'
It stank the joint up." 65-yard run down the -middle their hien territory, took a
A series later, Stallworth of the field, making it a 13-6
safety by dropping in the
caught a pass but lost the ball game The conversion failed.
endzone.
A baseball clinic for coaches
and his equilibrium when
But late in the third period,
The final score came when
and umpires will be held
belted in the face by a fist the Broncos again made it a
Nicky Santagado scored on a
Saturday from 9 a.m. until
- - from Bengal_defensive back two-touchdown lead as Stout
sweep down the left side for 50 nowt
...
at Paducah Community
Melvin organ. o ca
it went 10 yards down the middle
yards, wrapping up- the win for College.
For Your
By WILL GRIMSLEY
And the fans -- those in the lobby of the Yankees a "a good right cross." The
then Brown hit Greg Turner the Steelers.
AP Special Correspondent
r a m b u n c tiows-c- - smoke- hotel..Jaeadquarters in Lips officials called it a 15-yard
The
clinic
is
being
sponLife
-on the conversion for a 20-6
The Steeler coaching staff sored
Win, lose or draw in the. bombing, ,. bottle-throwing Angeles prior to_thefifth game penalty,
by the Purchase
.__
lead.
recOgnized
Mike
Young,
Chris
Health
World Series, the best bet of rascals from the Bronx - Sunda-Y. •
Yet Bleier furribled- a few
The Broncos put the game Young, John Smelser, Jeff Baseball Officials'
the century is that feisty Bair_ they'd rip theitatcrete facade He _said the decision on plays
Association.
later.,. BengaL___Imayin.the.i.thai quarter with
Home
Downey, Brad Lyons, Joey
Martin - dire forebodings to off the ball ON if the brain Martin would rest entirely cornerback Jerry Anderson
The featured speakers will_
going
a
draw
20
yards
Stout
on
Asby,
Jamie
Rogers,
Rodney
Coy
the contrary - is going
did anything rash to thole with Paul, whether you want scooped the ball up cleanly at
-be.,John Reagan, head -;
keep his job as skipper of the scrawny,scrappy hero.
to believe that or not. He gave Cincinnati's 30-yard line and .play, making it 26-6. The final Key and Steve Byer for their baseball coach at Murray
Farm
TD of the game Came when blocking._.Recognized for:
NewTork Yankees.
They love their Billy, as” every indication that ha ran to the Steeler endzone. But
State, major league ealcher
five
yards
for
went
McCuiston
Business
defense
were
Robert
Perrin,
. At least until he really blows recorded by . the applause wasn't about to pull the roPe the play was called i back
a Colt touchdown and Bill Mike Daniel, Gary Galloway, Phil Roof and Heath coach
a fuse and tries to push owner meter every time the loud on the guillotine.
GET THE WED
Jay Burnett.
because an officiala
Glavin added the conversiort.: Tommy
Wagner,
Phil
'George Steinbrenner over the speaker sounds his name.
Paul, confronted
.accidentally tooted his whistle
who
either
All
persons
coach
staff
The
of
the
coaching
Houston, Mike Montgoinery
--third tier at Yankee Stadium.- Critics keep firing this _ innings,_
y.39Q_earty.
or umpire games from Little
. Colts recognized David Mc- and David Wallace.
President Gabe Paul has bantam rooster of baseball. It Martin is the Yankear
on up are invited to
league
Cuiston
and
Kritt
Allbritten
whistle
blew
the
"He
Recognized for offensive
--• taken the rostrum tit say he, happened no less than _ five manager. His contract, has
attend. There is no charge.
offensive
.4or
efforts
thekr
word;
what
the
is
an&
efforts
were
NickySantagado,
dearly loves a man with a times during the regular two more years to. go (at
For additional -information,.
inadvertently," said Johnson. John McFerron, Chris Far- Jeff Owens and Brad Moore
little paprika in his system - season - count 'em. $100,000 ). That's it."
contact
Gene Sackett at 443mer
and Shawn Glavin for while Galloway was also cited
The Bengals still got the
bosses
big
a guy like Bad Billy, unafraid Remember Black Wednesday, Both
7900 or Don Green at 247-6038.
defensive
The
efforts.
Colts
ball,
Steeler
for
his
drove
punting.
into
of the consequences. They win Aug. 17 in Detroit? Now a acknowledged there had been
50- are now 2-1.
The Steelers are now 1-2 and
ball games.
national news magazine has ripples of discord at various territory and lined up for a
The Bronco coaching staff the Browns are 0-2-1.
yard
field
goal
try
by
Chris
Steinbrenner, who has Reggie Jackson pressuring stages during the season. Most
grandiose
dreams
of the owner to give the manager of them were ironed out on the Bahr.
The snap went over Bahr's .
spot. Those which weren't will
-resurrecting - the Yankees the sack, or else. -- head. As he chased-the-hail, he
before
the
of
care
taken
.
baseball dynasty but at the
be
it's
refrain,
the
same
But
old
kicked
.
it
twice.
.
Steeler
.
•
1978 campaign.
same time keeps an eye on the And off-key.
Mel Blount
Meanwhile, it's pretty safe____cornerback
ca4 register,ls 'hysterically
"An out and Ottite-,
"
- roars
happy about a team that the tontroversial Jackson of to say Martin's job is secure grabbed it and ran to the-drultli.`
scratched and clawed its way the latest report. "Somebody unless he does something three, and Bleier scored two
BIG
to the top and drew more than just trying to get me involved stupid - an act not beyond the-- plays later.
Fulton County and Calloway County had a junior varsity
"We were playing soccer for
realm of possibility. Billy is
two million fans both at home again. It's a shame."
football game six weeks ago.
and on the road.
Steinbrenner was -collared- known to have a self:destruct a while," said Blount, who
It was the opening game of the season for the host Lakers
didn't know Bahr was a soccer
complex.
who fell 22-8 to the Bulldogs.
Some of the thorns which All-American at Penn State.
Calloway repaid the Bulldogs with a trip to Fulton Mon"I wanted to pick it up,"
been - gouging
have
day night. But the result was the same,another loss. Fulton
said
and
Bahr,
"but I missed it
Steinbrenner's flesh have
City scored in the second quarter and held on for a 6-0 win.
BIG it+
0;0
been removed. Billy has lost it hit my foot."' '"I felt we lost to a team we should have beaten by two
The
kicking
Steelers
had
0:10 *NAP"I VV.ieltle so'* filti
some of his arrogance,
touchdowns. We weren't up for the game and just weren't
although he continues to trouble of their- --awn. Roy
emotionally ready. We didn't even complete a pass in the
maintain his independence. Gerela missed the point-after
game," Laker coach Stan Outland said.
Grand Prize Winner: Al Torsak - Murray
He has quit taunting his And Cincinnati scored 1:04
"I guess the fact we wan a game last week had something
On Any 20 Exposure
1st Prize: Marilyn Swift - Murray
bosses. He is working better before halftime on a four-yard
to do with it. Our kids probably felt like they'd done better
run by tackle Glenn Bujnoch.
DI Vi LOPED S. PRINTED
within the organization.
2nd Prize: Norman Keapp - Murray
than what they were supposed to do and just didn't play.
Yes, tackle Glenn Bujnoch.
LIWT 0%4 ROLL PER COL'POlt
On the field, there is
They whipped us on the offensive and defensive line both,"
3rd Prize: Geri Andersen - Murray
perhaps no bettertactician in He took an improvised lateral
Outland said.
Dr. E. Larson - Murray
all baseball. In other from quarterback John
rilMbi2=321 J&I.V MIL 0'A
Calloway, on its first possession of the game, worked,
257
Reaves
and
his
Murray
carried
McKee
Jartay
categories, his marks- aren't
the way down to the Fulton City 10 before fumbling.
v.,a'*
...114ra
.11b'
10
all that spectacular. He is pounds and the ball into the
Wayne Mathis - Murray
Then in the second period, after the Laker defense tackles
was
a
endzone.
it
"I
knew
117*Ths
inclined to be lax in
had the ball bounce off his chest and Fulton City recovered
Gwen Cooper - Murray
Cx*a.
administrative, duties and in lateral. I just hoped Ihe ref
at midfield.
Trina Swift - Murray
knew,"
said
Reaves.
team discipline. Some say he
The fumble recovery led to the TD as the Bulldogs scored
Anderson, the Bengals"
Linda Knight' Murray
stifles talent he doesn't like.
on a 25-yard pass.
starting quarterback, was ha
Margie Downey - Murray
"We had two breakdowns in the game. We lost the fumble
ItC
Martin has discovered that on the knee by tackle Steve
cmrsv E
\ I AI I ROM ANY SUDS OR COLDS
4
on the punt then when they scored the touchdown, we left
Orthie Guthrie - Murray
he cannot slough off - out of Furness in the second quarter.
v.ftr StARCMIA rr
the
open
receiver
in
the
endzone,"-Outland
wide
said.
BIG
personal
Mancil Vinson - Murray
pique
13=19 0.
"I wouldn't classify it as a late.
In the final quarter, the Lakers moved all the way down
Steinbrenner's star free agent hit," said Anderson, out the
Craig Cole - Murray
streliella.'Y., O!'O
7.•4 07
•
to the Bulldog seven but lost another fumble.
catch, $2.9 million Jackson. rest of the night.
--.
Judith Vaughn - Murray
"Defensively, we did pretty well: I'd say that on the
Now when Reggie produces, In the second half, Reaves
OVIC
sIN
cs
M
Siido
prli
Mary Haugen - Mayfield
ground, they had minus yardage. I felt we had a real good
Billy gives him four friendly was intercepted three times.
effort out of Troy Garland, one of ours.
Melva Loveridge - Murray
pats and an appreciative hug. and Pittsburgh took a 20-7 lead
"Offensively, I can't cite anybody. We didn't do worth a
Reggie often praises' Billy in in the fourth quarter on a oneChristina Tubbes - Murray
• zotarostiat sudas
nickel.
Our backs didn't run hard at all," Outland said.
!NO SII EXPOSURE public.
yard run by Sid Thornton.
Dortha Bailey - Murray
Sops. Sue Regir t Ulmer
Laker
jayvees drop to 1-6 on the season.
The
Thia is the kind of stuff that
That
looked
-lead
TIrroiocki
Eva Rogers - Murray
Calloway was scheduled to play at home next Mopday
makes d owner Steinbrenner comfortable until the Bengals
..11 in vow
. .114101111k:
against Trigg County in the final game of the season.
Dwone Melton - Murray
happy.
blocked a Bobby Walden punt
However, Trigg County has cancelled out and the Lakers
"When we signed Jackson, and
irUt
aNe.:
ban Bailey - Hazel
Reggie
linebacker
Mr-.7.7.215=111fainilra
will have to pick up another team.
we expected four things of Williams recovered in the
Olin Moore - Murray
Any 12
him;".the Tampa ship builder endzone for a touchdown with
Cindy Nussbaum- Murray
says. "We wanted him to put 1:24 left.
Mrs. Edward Shepard New Concord
• fans in the seats, hit over .275, Then Morgan, the man who
hit 30 home runs and bat in 100 punched Stallworth, grabbed
Evelyn Dixon - Murray
an onside kick at the Steeler
laCenter
Ann Anderson Reggie batted .286, hit 32.47.
MSU Diagnostic Van
Cadiz
Rebecca Frizxell homers and had 110 RBI. His
BIG 1:*
10 vat
There were 37 seconds left
17l
Dept. Special Education
electric quality, fed sparks by and the Bengals had no
Oct. 19
the adversary relationship timeouta when Tony Pavia rjen
with Martin, kept fans pouring to the Steeler 22.
Downtown Square..,9:00 a.m.-12 noon
Olympic Plaza
Rd Air Shopping Center
throughthe turnstiles.
Steeler linebacker Jack
Center
Shopping
Central
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Steinbrenner, an astute Lambert was dazed on the
N. 12th Street
business man,is-eiot going to play and laying- on the turf
1-6 Sun.
p.m.
1:00 p.m.-400
/59-111X
break up a neat toy like that.. when referee Ben Dreith
ammainiminiammommumumminimw

Broncos, Steelers Get
Wins At Middle School

Baseball-Clinic
ettor raauca

Billy Martin Will Remain As
Yanks' Manager, Win Or Lose

2

(ML .RRAY LEDGER IP TIMES)

PHOTO
SPECIALS

alloway Jayvees Drop-O Game To Bulldogs

it+

PHOTO BONUSCOUPONS
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PAUL WINSLOW'S
CONGRATULATES

50C OFF COLOR

PLANTS-POTS-PLANTS-FERTILIZERS-PLANTS-

ROLL

5x7COLOR
Enlargement 89,

,
$13

FREE HEARING TEST

PAUL WINSLOW'S
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Film
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2 Notice
JESUS says in Matthew
28:19, 20. "Go ye
therefore, and teach all
nations, baptizing them
in the name of the
Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Ghost:
Teaching then to • observe all .things whatsoever I have commanded you: And, to I
am with you always,
even unto the end of the
world." This directive
as to the disciple's hit`
.i,s also binding upon all
'Christians today. Are
you observing all things
-commanded you in the
pages of God's Holy
Word? If not you have no
-promise- of • eternal life.
For assistance-call 7530984.

2 Notice

31E31E9i1E

2 Notice
1 Notice

40F4
:4,0000.•,

MOIRNBUCKLE Barber
Shop, shaves and
haircuts .299 Waldrop

WHAT WE DO best Is
' care. Needline, 7534333.
COLOK PORTRAITS,
bring us,gvours for extra
copies. Made from any
Size. into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Art-Craft, 11-8.South-12E5;753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

WATKINS
FOR
Contact
Products.
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.

CASE
KNIFE
SALE

ELECT
JOHN C. NEUBAUER
COMMON COUNCIL

Murray Name
& Auto Store

S. Lost And Found

Nov 8, 1977

Chestnut Street
Murray,Ky.

Pad

- Murray Home
& Auto Store

caadidate

Chestnut Street
_ Murray,Ky.

Crossword PuzzTer •
DOWN
1 Dance step
In music.

ACROSS

•

LCushion
4 Nu_mber
8 ap
'it- Mohammedan

Afiswer to Monday's Puzzle
IX1 HOMO

A PT
:ART

0

3 Lead
4 Escape
t4
r2-t‘tustcat 6 AvtaY - 6 Chaldean,
instrument
1a,Sea-ei-Adeal.7.- •
-1 5 Thoroughfare -7 Royal
lightly
Opening
Hit
8
17
TA
9 Hebrew
• 19 Note of
M
month
scale
Brimless
10
E
R
20 Compass
lever
point
cap
40
Trench
14 Permits
29 Emitet
21 Household
F'osseWer_i
got
1e Superlative 31 Vessel-- _ 41
• 43 Greek-Atter
ending 22 Wager_
32 Before
44.Fathet
'18 Near
(poet)
46 Limb
25ligtAui
D
g
.. 21 Hold
33 Pronoun
47 Deface
pass
2 Evil
34 Dine
48 Confederate
Mine -26 Grain (p1.)
Prohit711
uener al..
_
2aHrgticarrt • 3Totrinis
27-Perform
Man's name
49
25 Hint
28 Play on
lava
26
Unusual
.words
38 Observes
28 Lift with .
29 5um up
Trespass on 53 EamItoo
• 30 Symbol for
I 2 3 "\.'4 5 6 7 •,.7
,
8 9 10
tellurium
e:....•'...
-.Cr
31 Sham
4.*:k13
14
33 Pronoun
• ..
35 Lad
.
19
7 11136 SkiR
37 Meadow
'20
..."`
2i
• • • 21
38 Quarrel'
-,.•
.•:,
40 Expire
23
.:
.
'
2
5L
3441 Male deer
X
42 Vast age
'
27
.,... 28
'-':;-:•, 2S
43 Metal
-fastener
...
• 44 Mournitti • , - '•:..Y.
45-84by+onian
fe
35
..•.!36
--:
,?.
.• T.
......4
•
•
l''' %II
'
• 38 39
47 Center
50 Mark left by 47
r::•::,
- wound
'...'` '''''
52 SC.OfCh
45
46
..'..". 47
45 49
54 Lamprey
',.'..._s
55 Cut of meat
50
...52 53
51
56 Rabbit
•:•:: 54
•----- - i1ri
571X11T
'
56
Portugese .,..,•1;55
k:L.: 57-•'--:-:.
.....
currency
bisir. be ['filed Fr ture . tneRTITC-ter

-010
Ti4ATBRACKETS ARE AutiA45
-USW 464-P
-

•

C

,merl e

HERE IT
COMES

•-•cate
,

I SPEND MY
LUNCi,:l HOUR
SONBATHiNG
BEHIND
•UARTERS

THAT
EXPLAINS
THAT.

Luausx
THE PNANTON

: SOLDIER..IS
THAT THE
GENERAL'S
•
PRIVATE
OFFICE

Chain Saw
And
Lawnmower
Sales and Service

Eastside Small
Engine Repair
Highwey 94 East
753-040d

14. Want To Bo
18,000 TO 24,000 BTU air
conditioner.
Good
repair. Call 753-8218
after 5.

16 Home Furnishings
ANTIQUE OAK TABLE
with &_x chairs, also
naugahyde wing back
sofa and chair. Call 7530814,

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
19 Farm Equipment
FOR SALE 350 John
Deere Dozer 6 way
hydraulic blade. Low
hours, excellent condition. Call 901442-2498
after 5 p.m.

n Help Wanted
WE--BUY- used traileps. FORD SIDEMOUNTED
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
corn picker. Good
WEEKLY
443-8515.
condition. Call 489-2417.
stuffing
POSSIBLE
envelopes. Send a self'SALE BALER twine, 9000
stamped WANT TO- BUY used air
addressed
feet premium quality,
conditioners.
Dii
Call
• envelope 4e Fischer.
guaranteed, $10.99 per
Enterprises, Box 127,- - Electric, 753-9104 or 753bale. Wallin Hardware,
1551.
-sEureka, South Dakota
'Paris.
57437.
WOULD LIKE to nay
20 Sports Equipment
• HELP' WANTED ' - ' registered wirk,haired
REMINGTON 12 gauge
mechanic preferably
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
1100 3" magnum.
753-5669.
someone just out of
Ventilated rib - $195.
_1-frade school to Viort in
Remington 20 gauge
15 Articles For Sale
• local small engine shop.
weight, ventilaged
light
SALE ELECTRIC heater,
Must have own , tools.
rib - $175. Call 753-4061 or
1500
watt,
fan
forced
air,
Salary own. Reply to 32
-autonrattr. -$76;99. - 1753-403L _
F.
Wallin Hardware Paris. 15 FT. EBBTIDE ski
boat, 1976 model with
SALE STOVE BOARDS,
1970 model motor with
_
BEAUT.Y
heavy lined, 24" x 42',
trailer. $180Q. Interested
-OPERATOR . I
r
• Partieeronly, after 5 p.m.
each. Wallin Hardwire, "M*0034,
Wanted to work in
Paris.
Modern Shop, exZ3. Exies
cellent working con_
SALE BATH TUBS, 5'
ditions. Call 753-2111.
steels whites, $59.95.
FREE
Colors, $69.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Termite

I

s999-3"

7

31 Want To Rent

24 Miscellaneous

38

WANT TO RENT house
for family of 3 in or near
Murray. Call 753-0734.

SALE 6" STOVE pipe, 99
cents. Chain saw files,
all sizes 79 cents each.
Daisey BB's, 1500 pack
99 cents.,Heat bulb 250
watt, $1.19. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

UNFURNISHED small
house or apartment for 2
years. Middle aged
with
female
housebroken 8 year old
dog. Call Paducah, 4438589.

26. TV -Radio

C

••••

••
•-

JIB
Music-Magnavox

AK

1

FIVE ROOM apartment
including don.- _X11.4_.,
furnished, quiet neighKuirmy Ky.
borhood, low utilities,
washer hookup.
drapes,
27 Mobile Home Sales
$150 per month plus 4100
12 NI MOBILE HOME
deposit. Couple or single
plus '74 -addition. In- , persons preferred. Call
cludes family room,
753-5447 after 5 p.m.
screen porch and carport. Storage building,
TWO- - BEDROOM
12 x 16 ft. Shady lot, 100 x
Townhouse. All carpet,' - 225 ft-rolling acres. Near
range, refrigerator,
East
Elementary
disposal, dishwasher,
School. Furnished or
washer, dryer hookup.
unfurnished. Phone 753Central heat and air.
7407.
Private deck. Call 7.53FOR SALE OR iiltSTI7' ..15111).
lit76 Double-in
_
APART11)11111-'14ED
home,like'ne.• 24 60.
Come to •
rent.
MENT
for
Call 474-2230
305 Weodlawn.
.SIX ROOMS, garage,
ONE
EFFW1ENCY
'- central-air,inifurnished,
APARTMENT, prefei
200 ft. off Highway 280.
girls. Partial utilities
Reasonable. Call 436paid.-Call 753-9741. 2738.

Tickle Your Fancy!
You will be tickled pink to call this house,home."Ideally
arranged to provide privacy for your large lamay. Large
Evil* "roons..42x27), -family room (l6s2.5), walk out
basement with private patio 4 bedroom* 2 baths, 12
closets and many other conveniences. We would he
tickled to help you make this your home.

Aber

Hours.
1.nretta lobs - 751-607'9
Helen Spann - 753-BS719

4
A
7
41.

1

•- Spartinent at 141.4 Vine.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

VETERAN SEMI retired
SALE FAUCETS;chrome
needs work of any kind. SIZE 10 PETITE ladies
lavatory 4" center,
No
$8.95. 1Vasherless type,
selling
dresses, (Butte Knit
Cali
492-811(1.
$13.99. Wallin Hardmaterial). Size 8 and 12
ware, Paris.
.paritsuits, size 8 petite
10 Business Opportunsi
skirts and other clothes.
26 TV Radio
GROW EARTHWORMS
All like new. See betfor, profit. Free Datar
ZENITH
T.V.'s and
ween 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.
WORM WORLD, 1810
stereos at the lowest
306 South 5th Street,
Josephine,
South
prices in West Ky. We,
• Tuesday-Thursday only.
Denver, Colorado 80210
service what we self'
.
or call Mr. Jam-es. SALE CLUB aluminum,8
this includes lake area
Collect (3031-778-1026.
All work is -guaranteed
piece • sets, choice of
so come to Sissons
colors. $39.99. Wallin
• LOANS AVAILABLE,
Zenith Sales and save
Hardware, Paris.
___:___P)ainess,farm,personal
Highway 94. 18 miles
and sonsolidation. 6 per
SA,LE 4000 wArr 4 stack
West of Murray. Open
• Matthews electric heat 710-5:30, or anytime by
Ceiernfrrest - 6,000 to
.$34.99. Wallin Hardappointment, phone 1500.000, Call 502485.1795
ware, naris.
. p.m.
between 3 an441
382-2174 or 382-2743.

p.

•
•

Inspection
.16111118DIATEOP-ENING_ ). emg, Fingwoork Joe _
tarot.'
of-ii
- for full time dales crerk.-'
sec 13.54)-imeL-41e1C.
/mid Car*
Apply in person Thom
Delivered. Call 437-4731
McAn. Shoe Store,
or 437.4346.
Kelly's Termite
Olympic Plaza, 2-5 p.m.
No phone calls.
TV ANTENNA with 40'
& Pest Control
.1974 MOBILE HOME, 3
36 For Rent Or Lease
telescopic pole.Stood
- 'bedroom, 2 baths,
saasi
EARN MONEY NOW.
condition. $.25. Call 492011
0.• ern sip asy uselonn
HORSE STABLE for
central heat and air,
Take-orders for -lam
•
81161 after t p.m.
underpinning, nice front
rent, pasture land also
1
00South13th
,
_
St.
Jewelry. MI- forPhone 753-3914
available. Call- Mike
porch: Furnished or
satalegs-enlenfree800753-885L
Brannack
unfurnished. Call 753Roaches,Sliver FLsh
831-1258.
ANTIQUIN LIBRARYbetween 8 and 5.
3418 after 5.
Stirubk
and
1F37:311STIERE_Al.table or couch table.'
'
29. Mobile Home Rentals
BRACKET BA? (TSELF,
LOCAL STORE wants
37. livestock Supplies
Call 436289.
V'
-q0U-CAN8E SURE irs4, employee forWarehouse
12 x 44 TRAILER, 21,2
TWELVE WEIN1NG
UP 10
- NO GOOD!
and counter- work. •
miles East of Murray ''
' Pl-gs;40 pounds,Call 4g- -Knowledge-of electrical FORSALE firewood,any
private road. 'Two
2531 alfter 6:30 p.m.
supply helpful. Salary
22 Musical
bedroom, gas heat,
kind or size. Phone 75338 Pets Supplies
Open. Reply in °ten
9564. "woter furnished. $110
FIVE STRING'BANJO
• handwriting to 32 P.
Deposit
.
month.
per,
BEAGLE.- HOUND,. 15 • 1929 model. Gibson
SALE
ALUMINUM
753480--L--rnonths-oldi-ready-to--Mastertone. A collectors
PART TIME evening
ladder 5'$12.88,6'$14.88,
- run. $20.• Call 4364596.
item. Also one Old model
--cle.iditip; man.lipnly In - 16' $1818, 20'624:88; 24'
16 MOBILE HOME,
mandolin. Gibson model person Ky. Candy Co,
$32.88. Wallin HardMINIATURE
water and trash pickup
and 1 flat top guitar. Call
Ahno, Ky.
ware, Paris.
SCHNAUZERS. Call
furnished. $125 plus
7534500.
753-6749 from 8 to 5.
deposit. Call 753-9539
24 Miscellaneous
ALMOST NEW RCA
NIGHT AND WEEKEND
after 6 p. m.
_
black and White T.V. CUSTOM _
dish
Apply in
WEIMERANER puppies,
MATTRESS
cabinet
liersoil,
Wednesday
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE' -- Male. MO. Call 753-4917.
model, made any size for anFrigidaire.zefrigerator,
between .6 and 8 p.m.
tique-beds or campers. -- trailer, water furnished. •
Duncan Phyfe dining
Colonial
House
Prefer 2 *a.'Call 753- COMPLETE • DISPER,
Buy direct and save on
SAL of show rabbits. My
room suite, poster
Smorgasbord.
0957.
all mattresses,
entire
stock
of
bedroom suite, nice
Healthopedic or foam.
MOBILE HOMES and
Californian and Sandy
h1de44:sel couch, other
Also see their elegant
mobile Mine spaces for
Feamislf giant Tat-kits
furniture. Call 4354128.
NIGHT AND WEEKEND
gallery of furniture,
rent, at Riviera Courts.
will be sold cheap. Many
kitchen personnel.
Bamboo, Wicker and
Call 753-3280. *
state • fair and national
Apply in person 6
.to 8 SALE LAWN MOWER
Brass. WISES WEST
22" cut 3/
1
2 h.p. B and S
show witufers. Also will
30 Business Rentals
p.m. Tuesday. Colonial
KY. MATTRESS AND
engine.
$88.88.
Wallin
sell some cages,feeders
House Smorgasbord.
BODY SHOP OR clean up
FURNITURE
1116
Hardware, Paris.
and equipment for
South 3rd, Paducah.
shop. $150. All utilities
raising meat and show
Phone 1-443-7323.
furnished. Call 753-9539
Grocery
TOPPER FOR long bed
rabbits at bargain
after
6
p.m,:
pickup and dual axle6r --AVXMAIME---- "-NOW .
Ciunielor
. -"-prices. I:hst- thence- to
20 flat trailer. Call 753Urethane foam. All
20' x 30' BUILDING,
purchase quality rabbits
Wellrain Food Ser8500.
sizea, all densities: Cut
concrete floor, excellent
for 4H projects. Call 753vices, Greenville, Ky.,
to your specs. West Ky
condition. 21,2 miles 94
323, Paid Bailey,
suppliers to IGA Food
SALE KITCHEN faucets
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
East. $50. Call 753-8216.
Murray, Ky.
Liners has an Imchrome 8" center,
Avenue. 753-6767.
mediate opening for a.
$11.99. Washerless type,
qualified
Super
$17.88. Single lever type, SALE CHAIN saw chains.
Market manager to be
NO! / REPLISE
Ng" or 404 pitch to fit 12"'
TO BE SCARED
$22.95. Wallin Hardware
a grocery 6ounselor. If
BY THIB
bar,$8.96. 16" bar,-$9.95,
Paris.
you are an individual
RIDICULOUS
_ 20" bar $10. 95, 24" bar
SCENARIO
with three to five
TAKEN FROM
$12.95.. We also have
FROM WALL TO WALL,
successful
Years
AN OLD B
MOVIE!
bargain in sprockets and
no soil at all, on carpets
supermarket managebars to fit Most chain
ment experience and
cleaned 'with Blue
are capable-of selling
saws- Wallin Hardware,
Lustre. Rent electric
a volentary group
Paris.
shampooer. Western
program • to 'inAuto, home of "Wishing
dependent grocers this
SALE BATH TUB faucets •
- Well Gift Shop".
is your opportunity.
old style, $8•85. Modern
Excellent
salary,
LIKE NEW leaf shreddet
8" center, $12.99.
fringe benefits, cornand compost grinderWasherless type $27.95.
party car. If you are inwith _4/ging
atWallin Haidware,Parts.
terested in an intachment. Grinds twigs,
terview contact EmSALE WHITE COMleaves and straw for
ment Roberts at 753MODES, $34.95 each.
compost. Fiye horse
Oct.
Tuesday,
18.
8888,
Colors $42.50. Wallin
Briggs motor, Paul
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
Bailey. Call 7533723.
9 Situations Wanted

•
••••
•
•
•••••
•• •
•
•••••
•
•••

EN

We will give you 150,
32 Apartments For Rent
1100 or up to 1150 for
you old 1.V.
THREE ROOM apartChoose Magnavox color
ment. Call 753-4716.
T.V. and we will give you
this for your old T.V.
TWO APARTMENTS for
low morrthly payments - rent. Boys preferred or
two girls. $65 a month. .
with old 1.V. as down
-Thacated 209 Walnut. Cali
payment. Come in and see - 753-3685.
why we sell the most
T.V.'s each tear
NICE ONE BEDROOM

•

ifElttlAlLEY
.WHERE DID
YOU GET THAT
:NICE TAN,
•MISS EitIXLEY2

10 Business Opportunitir

•fimblet

PEANUTS

THIS TOOTHPASTE
15 HARD TO
SQUEEZE

FOUND FEMALE Irish
- Setter with rabies tag
from Lexingtcfn. *Call
753-7160.

J & M Feezor's Hunting
Club now accepting
reservatIons for Goose
and Duck Hunting
November 12 through
January 20._PriccIs $15.
per day per man. Send:
name, address,
telephone 'number,
dates, alternate dates,
!nether in party and
half of reservation.Check, cash or money
order. Reservations
confirmed_ by return
mail. Must claim
reservation by 8 a.m. or
lose deposit. Doors open
at 6 a.m. daily. Phone
224-2926. Send to J & M
Feezor Hunting Club,
Route I, LaCenter, Ky.
42056.

RAl)

2-'3

"
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38. Pets - Supplies
ENGLISH SHEPHERD
puppies, registered,
shots and *rafted. All
purpose dog. Four
months. Reduced
latices. Call 615-232-6942.

132=1111111
Perviem &Thrumon
Insurance & Real Estate
SO,/
de Court Squore
Murray, Kentucky
7534451 .
thS

AKC REGISTERED
BEAGLES. Puppies and
hunting stock, Shots and
wormed.
AKC
registered Dalmation,
10 month old female- ..
Reasonable prices. Call
492-8861 after 6 p.m.

3E31E1113E 3011t,
43 Real Estate
BY OWNER -good land,
20 acres or more.
Beautiful home site.
Near Ken Lake. Call 4742230.

49 used Cars & Trucks
1971 - FORD
VAN,
automatic, - power
steering, white and blue.
$1750. Call 753-8374 after
6 p.m.

REALTY!!!UD
OKOPPIR

Si Services Ottered
HAVING_ TROUBLE
getting thole small
plumbing jobs_ dent?
Then MI 7534614.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
do
will
plumbing, heating and
-sewer-cleaning.Call 7537203.

51. Services Offered

CUSTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. ad we
will clean the hallway
tres,-Iimit 440. A 10' x
10' room would only be
WOO. Can 753-1335.

51 Services Offered
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning,
patio awnings and roofs
sealed, white or silver.
Call Jack Glover, 7531873 after Sot weekends.

ELECTRICAL WIRING ACE HI black top paving
GUY SPANN REALTY home or industrial. Call
and . seal coating. Free
:"Your Key To Nappy
We go to extra lengths to
Charle,s Cooksey after 6
estimates. Call 436-2573.
- House Hunting"
serve you. Your interest
p.m. 436-5896.
111 Alain 753-1222
and desire are our
PROFESSIONAL carpet
primary concern.When
BUYING A NEW CAR? A FOR YOUR seri*. Wnly. and furniture cleaning.
buying or selling see the 58 ACRbi.- U. C. HOW
new car broker only
and backboe -work
Servicemaster
offers
Professionals. Guy
Farm,ideally located off
sess
Roberson. Road.
earns money by sooleg
needs.- AHO tirpC tank
dim or -dry foam-nny
Joh
__sof
Realty,
anU
AKC REGISTER
you
Servicemaster
money.
cleaning.
-method.
Call
John
Interested?
EASILY
_____Pycamore, 753-7724..
Only 3, minutes from
Doberman pups.
Call or write 437-4205,
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
pound portable powerhas been cleaning the
town. Beautiful'wooded
house does &lithe wort
753-1948 or 753-2593
354-8712c
f
inest
for
homes
or
436-2586
over
436-5348.
30
Box
127,
building site, good
EFFECTIVELYJohn C.
40 Produce
Hardin, Ky.
years, and are Number 1
fertile land, :tobacco ;
iitlut
ea.raprtnsea and vacuum
WIRHVG
ELECTRIC
in
professional
the
down dirt and
Neubauer.____
base,good tobacco barn-.
Gitt321110WIT---FattET
grime
In a stnglasweep
cleaning
business
today,„„
1976
INTERNATIONAL
bunle
and
Call
indugriaLlit
Eddie
Huie,, 7SP
STAND, Hazel. Truck
Realtor Call Servicemaster,
75P
ECILIMOMICALitt:
Scout, -economy 4____ condition int, and
5532.
.
_
load of Halloween
Us, Your Propor'ty With Us
--Vtesins the way--,--0259 today.
refrigeration.
, healing.
2ces cylinder,
do-at
pumpkins,all sizes. Also
-. prolesslonala
753-0101
EN MUM It.:
a traction of the cost
t man
cy
ond
e2
n.
k • Call 474-8841
ACREAGIF,.-40 acres, 26.
Other" fruits
and
FENCE
SALES
at Sears
I YOU SAYE UP TO
a
$4300. Call 759-1447.
tendable, partially
$25 00 PER ROOM)
vegetables,
now. Call Doug 'Taylor
,‘
G ENERAL HOME
J-C_IC REDUCED
- wooded, creek "and ,„...
remodeupg, ininftr..., at 753-2310 -for Tree
-8
1,000Aeraithis
CENTENNIAL 'sweet
tA4 SETrIt•le ViliWERIZEP FOR SALE or trade 1977
building
- kreautiful
estimates for your
aluaninunts,Aiding and
_bedroom,
Cadillac, 9,000 miles.
potatoCt A1, $5--.10 -als-o corner _ needsCACk354-8951
SottirS•
home
on
tree
lot,
shaded
melts=
Ain. Also pull
bushel. No. 2 $2.00
lot...owner anxious to u
48 Au!omutIve Service
or
1-362-4895.
'
Located
only
5
miles
type camper. Call 753bushel.- Turnips, $3.50
45 Farms For Sale
sell... will consider
northwest of Murray,
SALE 30 MONTH car
4509.
bushel, greens $2.00
equity and take up
LICENSED ELEC- INSULATION BLOWN in
this home has central
battery. $24.99 Williard
48 ACRE FARM. Apbushel. You pick. Bring
payments. Loretta Jobs
Root for only E12.00 a flay
TRICIAN prompt efby Sears save on these
heat and a*, central
Brand. Wallin HardMO CAPRICE Classic
proximately 35 acres
containers. Start Friday
Realtor,733-1492.
8.1-Air Decor Store
ficient service. NO job
high heat and cooling
vacuum
Paris.
.
system,
ware,
inhlack on. black One
%la Carter 753-11411
- tendable, tobacco, corn
14th, Call L. T. Pete
..
too
small.
Call
Ernest
bills.
Call
Doug
Taylor
tercom, large family juST LISTED - Duplex
owner, excellent conand bean land. Off HighValentine Route 2,
49 Used Cars & Trucks
White, 753-0605.
at
753-2310
for free
54 Free Column
room,with fireplace and
dition. $3,250- Con 75-'way 121, 2 miles N. of
Puryear, 101442-4A39.
Each side has 2
estimates.
o____1950
CHEVROLET
ca
--much_336
. __Ph
6648.
C
o
Id
ater
w
--becms, Mimi room,
GENERAL --BACIUME
FREE- wood shavings..
41 Public Sales
PICKUP, truck with KOPPERUD REALTY,
489-2131.
•
completely. equipped
work, gravel hauling
great for barns. W.M.
new
rebuilt motor Call
753-1222 or visit our
EE PARTY garage
eat-in kitchen, storm
and top soil. Call Joe GUTTERING BY Sears.
1073 CHEVROLET
Avery Lumber Co.
46. Homes For Sale
753-7948.
conveniently
•
located
sale, also
crafts,
doors and windows,
Beard, 436-2306.
pickup Cheyene Super
Sears
Puryear,
continous
Tenn. 901-247gutters
office
at711 Main Street.
drapes, carport. ...
Tuesday Wednesday
10. Long wheel base,
ENERGY
CONInstalled per your
=11.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
We are working fun time
and Thursday. 51.2 miles
Excellpit investment.
Power steering and
SERVATION home
specifications.
Call
to :provide the best
steering,
1., Klo_or
West on 94. Turn on
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
brakes, air-and -tilt
,
p
letToli:
nearing
Cani- Doug Taylor at 753-2310
FREE._ KITTENS white
hardtop.
Dark
Green.
possible
Real
• -Charlie
ERIALL._
Thurmond
7534491.
-whkel. Red__ with_blat:
Located on Quail Crook
for
free
estimates.
and gray, long hair,
520-8273
".
Call
aft&
COIL
.
service
toy
... - Road.
• interior. itadiaT tires.
Drive in Gatesborough.
heusebroten. Call 436DESIRABLE
3%
A
citk
Transmission needs WILL
Three bedrooms, 2
tract, located 5 miles
HAUL
5502.
28 x 40 SHOP for sale. Can
FOR RENT 7 New
QUALITY SERVICE
work. Call 354-6206 after
'baths, large den with
DItIVEWAY gravel or
UNIQUE combination
be used as a clean-up or
economy car, full-size
South qi Murray on West
'Company Inc. Air con4
p.
m.
LARGE DOG, Part Collie
wood burning fireplace,
decorative rock or stock
of residential and
i•
auto,
ck
up
p
or.
12
mechanic'• bacated
. in
tide of U8441. Excellent
dition sales and ser- - pile bine. Call 753-6763
living room dining area.
and German Shepard.
business properties.
Hazel. on Calloway
passenger
Murray
van.
homebuilding site or
vice. Modern sheet
Kitchek.with all built:
Roger Hudson,753-4545.
Ideal home offeting
Leasing, Inc. 75343n. •- 1963 VOLKSWAGEN,
Good Pet Cod 753-180Street.Crane by and son-z-- iitotTLita
laeatiorr" Far
nietal
ins. Lab of clOiet space,'
$1350.:1113.-Wiswe1l Rd.,
Early American charm
department.
'
information tall including walk-in. 2700
Larry
with wood beamed
Wisehart,
bilirraY• con 753-9994.
19'72 DODGE Polara.
134A22-11C Two 20 •Enp NOM
frontage
ONKELITE GENERATOR ',De receptacles are provided tor ear/
on
2
President. Phone 753roads.
ceilings, large stone
Four door. Good con_ ----sq.-R.-Call 753-9208 after
plug
on ol 120 von AC tools and hots
BLAZER, 4 whoa
pm.
tenda bl
es, tobacco _
fireplace,
beautiful
• Develops 2 250 watts of continuous
dition. Call 753-4865 after 1974
stereo,
drive
Dower
at404Aavvl?Ef
AM-FM
barn
enced
with
swigle ohass
paneling and woodwork
NEAR THE UNIVER6 p.m.
A C • Four cyclajAorrffir
cooled row,'
iittomatic, goodyear______Guerom
new
WW Ten- -- SITY -The price is right
uses enclosed mecOanocal governor
throughout', Adjacent
for long enctinelifei7or Swift rnOuoll
tracker tires, power •
cing. _L
KOPbuildings -suitable for
and so is the location, BY OWNER-3 bedroom, 2
-1171 CHEVELLE poler
UPHOLSTERY. Free
at base prevent '411vong "• GroundrnE
steering and power- estimate. call ,753.9753.
-o?r miner provoded safety •Optional
small Widnes:Luca afi---PERUD
-close to-the university on .bath, living rootn7-diti,_ _steering and.ain -rielpirw
a
tf
-St!r_Ouratone- spark i,,est •^..f'let
7- ---Estate
kitchen and dining
antique shop, --r222
qeleCiesidential Street.
tarratrippet:-Re
llei------Ka'
-Headquarters
in
Pariir
room. Efficiency cotprofesolo9a1 offices, or
.DUNCAN AND GARD%
Four- bedrooms and 2
;wheels. Call 75.34471_
Murray Supply
Calloway county
.
;
tage at -•rear .of lot.
•
retail outlet. Located
baths-*Ith tots of livid'?
44ER
Carpenter
Service.• min IrEaV
-Presently renting for
corner of North 5th and.
Lawn
It Garden
area. FebaufdocItyard
Complete
11- FORD ItAN.:-111_ . -aatonsatrtskeeo[Oki,
building at
mom
Chestnut Streets. Shown----and living room -with - $125 month. Excellent
remodeling. Block
171111der, straight shift
Center
' left on engine warranty, •
200 f Alois
by appointment only, 50
laying
fireplaewaresomeoftbe- condition. $39,500 1803
- -concrete
-teoct mileage, CallSteve:
phoneus today at
--finishing-Call `47`&2311textra features. Priced in - College Farm'Rd.'
Kicked 474-2211.
(166n; CAB 755411a-*--KOPPERUD'REALTY,
or 759-1615.
the 20's. Phone KOP753-1222. We would love
PE7AUD
REALTY,
BY
753brick
OWNER-new
South 1..th tat Sycamore
automatic.
D"ATSUN
1967
:FOMULE
to silo* you this choice
.YOUNG
1222. Or conk by our
home, with..5 acres. 1919 EL CAMINO, good
'S
door.i-$300: Call
TELEPHONE 7534061
One" -used 941 Cat track loidir,
property,
ROOF
condition. Call 73-8124.
coneeniently bested
Features 3 bedrooms, 2•
- :power
Commercial
-after1/31r1342439office at 711 Main-Street.
.bathi;
'afict_residential.
It. kitchen
General
blitket
teed
'
4
cArpentry. - 10 years
cabinets'with built-ins.
One used TD-25 C IHC Crawler Tractor,
N E
E E- Wall -to wa1 carpet, FOR SALE OR--11LADK - - 1976 FOUR "WHEEL
covicall 759-1524
power shift trivas. 26" tracks, hydraulic- 4...&We P-260.-ican 75
BEDROOM brick, heat
1957 Chevrolet, door,
Sore! Save!
patio, central heat
p.riV, •
1130.
Smi-U
blade nd hydraulic stilt. One
pump and all the extras.
hardtop, 327 motor, 3
20 Mile
pump. Centrally
Over 1,700 sq. ft. of
model 110-11.fdichigan elevating scraper
speed transmission.
located, 20- minutes
Free Delivery
TREES TRIMMED and
living space. Call 753with 4-55 GMC Dihsel Engine. One mod
Meg. Call
drive to Paris, Ten34 after
cut. Call_753-4707.
1973 BUICK REGAL, all
8500.
6 p.m.
nessee and Ky. Lake.
JD-860
elevating.scraper with 6-71 G
power and air. Extra
end sass. °poloist' and
Roared, ready to amor Or,Imo aFOR BACKHOE and
More acreage available.
337
N.
Diesel
Poplar-Benton
engine,
clean.
$2,250.00
Must
er shift transzitissiin.
will
sin'
procist
lot
shoodard,
any
rvady to asomohloillidl mots Made
1974 CORVETTE, new
Call 901-247-5518..
bulldozing, needs. Call
•••11414. Shop lb* rest thee coos to Coston Binh and levy the heat
sell:
Call
-753435K
,S..allafter7
1
-4(79
-2517.-paint, tires, side pipes,
''437-4533"ot afrer 8 ft.M:
for less.
BUIIT PROYABLE SU ItC01kS 753-10114
pearl
red
SMALL
with
red
FOUR
in354-8161 or 354-8138.
ROOM QUALITY
- terior, 350fspeed, a tilt
house, 41,2 miles out 121
REALTY
FOR
SALE
1974
Vega
GT.
telescopic wheel, AMSouth. Ideal for 2 people.
PAINTING,INTERIOR._
--F-0311T 4Peel. 12.000
-FM- ----v-Aape;Phone 753-7948.
any
exterior.- Also dry-wall-miles. One owner, very
reasonable offer confinishing. 10 years exGAMMA COPE BROKEN
48 Automotive Service
clean, guaranteed. $895.
sidered. Alto 1958
perience. Call 436-2563,
1803 College Farm Rd.
TIRE
SALE:
Coe-vette
Truck
load,
3
2
7
-3
7
5
Ralph Worley.
COUNTRY LIVING-3
automatic. needs.painL
4 Ply. PoiYektfs white
bedrooms, 1;•2 bath,
-1970 DODGE Challenger,
wall premium grade.12--family room, fireplace.
$1000. Call 753-0464.
Full Selection of
32
tread
depth,
7
rib
Nicely landscaped.
1915-DODGE
Stove
Pipes, Stove
Dart Slant 6
guarantea__ against
50 Campers
Rock gardens. Shrubs
itoiyc
$200.0k
114
defective
material,
Boards,
Asbestos
and flowers set this one
6 cly. ONE OVER the cab
workmanship and road
Boards.
apart for the gardener.
camper.
condition.
Good
'straight shift $275,09.
hazard. A78x13" $16.06 "-straight
But owner is leaving and must sell - his misfor$35,000. Wilson Ins. &
One Garrett Master
And 1968 cffgrOd‘18
tune, your good fortune. Seven rooms, 3
+ $1.74 FET; C78x13"
Real Estate 753-3263
Hunter metal detector,
automatic, rough
bedroom, 2-bath brick veneer, central heat and
$18.94 + $1.94 FET;
anytime.
like new.- Call 436-2437
air, panelled 25x12den_ with bookshelves.
E78114".1- $2.30 FET;. $100.00. Call 354-6217.
after 4 p.m.
Located at 810 Guthrie in highly regarded
F78;14" $21.15 + $2.44
Bagwell
Manor. Only $37,300. Don't delay inMt
M.G.
Midget
FET;
G
.
78:414
conor
15"
HOW'S THIS forvalue?WESTERN KY,TRAVEL
spection - you may wait too long!
vertible, excellent
$22.38- + $2.60 FET;
Lovely 2 bedroom home
TRAILERS - Completecondition. Call ,753-8200.
H78:15" $24.23 + $2.85
on 1 acre in Providence
sales and- service FET; L78115" $26.76 +
Community, economical
department at 1-24 and
$3.13 FET.
1971 MONTE CARLO 350
gas heat, plush carRoute 68, Cadiz, Ky. Call
Hardware, Paris.
-Automatie. Burnt
peting, range, exhaust
5224507. 105 N 12th Street
Orange with black yinyl
fan, refrigerator. Large
F 0c,oNAL
p,-80F!
r75
E3
SALE
OIL
filter;0.49, air
WRITES' CAMPER
top. Factory 'wheels,
garage with handy
Murray
Home
Hfroo0IC
E W/T4 rid MENDE TO
150
34
64
1i6
filter, $1.88 ti fit most
SALES authorizedAM-FM-tape deck and
workshop. only 824,900.
In Business Since
153
.
827y
American
Barbers
e
W
.i.
srrou
ire
or
Noe
N
o
r
i
o
'
Sl
k
i
r
*IN
h
import
& Auto Store
Starcraft dealer for both
tilt wheel, 54,000 actual
Call or come by 105 N.
WNW Millef
753-7511 itodit 11116141
„cars. Wallin Hardware,
753-90.1111
Chestnut Street
1956
travel trailers and fold
miles. $1500.00. Coll 354Boyd Majors Real
.
Murray,Ky.
753-23S7
7534036
MIN*
dawns 1978 models
6217
Estate, 753-8080.
arriving We service'
wismommiiiime
what we sell. .Good
used
of
selection
1322 MAIN. Lovely older
campers. Bank finanhome with style & grace.
Saturday, October 22, 1977
cing available. Located
Large scenic lot. Lots of
Sale No. 1'
10 A.M.
Murray
of
East
miles
4
closet space. Large
Selling in 2tracts NI new 3 bd rm frame home on 4 A. 2 bath, den & carport,
on Highway 94 East.
rooms.
Partially
outside storage bldg. #2.80A. with approx. 40 A. in beans this yr. Owner reserCall 753-0605.
redecorated. Two
ves the right to combine both tracts.
apartments
upstairs.
Si.Services Offered
Household furnishings will be sold. Turn W. at Cottage Grove Mill and
This
type
is
the
home
armer s De ig t
7
proceed % mi.to sale. Immediate
ion.
INSULATION SAVES
everyone
wants
giVe
so
97 acres, 50 acres tendable, good well, 7 room
SALEN.2 1 P.M.
Attics and walls
Mi.
Ins.
us
Wilson
a
&
call.
house, outbuildings, including 8 stall shed.
COMFORT FOR SALE
Taylor's Gro. and inventory consisting of a 24x40 frame bldg. with bath,3 tinblown. Free estimates.
Real Esta(e, 753-3263
Located on Temple Hill
miles east sof
*
dergroundlImics and outside garage on % A.lot, approx.$4.000.00 inventory and
_
753-3316.
Call
anytime.
. Almo.
Ideally located just minutes'from town. This 3
store fixtures.
Tow basemoss is always tooprodotsd 1101111116-1111411,
bedroom, 2 bath has many features you must
2 bed rm frame home on 1% A.lot adjacent to grocery. Located on Hwy.69 apTREES TRIMMED and
- see. One acre lot with good well of water. Priced
prox.6 mi. N. of Paris(Mayfield Rd)owners-reserve the right to combine both
cut. Call 753-4707.
HOUSE AND 50 ACRES
tracts.
right. .
for sale. Two miles East
460 International Elackhol sgth Tanden Trailer and j800 Loadstar Int. truck
stumps
NEED
YOU
DO
of Almo on Highway 464.
with 7 yd dump becl.
youl•
from
removed
ylird
Call 753-2831."
A pre-auction inticon if invited and financing may be arranged before sale
or land. cleared of
date. Open for inspietion on Thur. & Fri. Oct. 20 & 21 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Teridea knoll
153-4910 Mini ItHoarth
753-2177
stumps? We can remove
ms, 15 percent dePosit on real estate date of sale and balance and possession
Sam Knight
stumps up to 24"
753-4910 [eta Reed
753-6086
Woldrop-Reolty
with delivery of deed or within 30 days rash on personal property
Leaves
ground.
beneath
Patsy fain
753-6376 Pal Armstrong
436-1114
"in Business
only'saviidust and chips.
436-5650
fay PAW*
Since'1956'
W.STATE LINE
SO FUrTON,TN. 479-2986
,•Gm*tor- free -intimate.
753-5646
Pltone 753-1651
COL.litifltRT AINLEY
J.B: AND-1.1MA TAYLOWOWNERS
<11 South 11th SI.
Stete Shaft:153:9490 'yr
Main
Ph. 753-1222
AUGTIONF-Eltik REALTOR.
901:642-2659
Bob.K.enip, 435-4343. .
'
•
1961
CHEVROLET
Biscayne, 6 cylinder,
straight shift, $100. Call
759-1771.
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5274468 ii-7539825

17 Acres ideally located at
Mayfield Highway and Penny
Road. Has ,frontage on both
roads. Only 2 miles from city
limits. -

HORRIBLE WO10-"TRANSFERRED"

Waldrop
Real Estate
• 753=5646

Pete-Waldrop 753-7249
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Deaths and Funerals

I

Mrs. Paul Shahan's Noel(Red) Melton Funeral Wednesday
Mother Dies With
Dies Monday With For A. N. Smith
The funeral of Amstand
Rites At Grafton
Services Wednesday Nollie Smith will be held

New State Laws
Affect X,Ray
Operators In State

tttel..L
.
ft"77t7-717rt_

Brooks Hays
Speaker For
UCM luncheon

Billy Carter May
Save Brewing
Company

The Honorable Brooks
Hayes, MSU Visiting Lecturer
Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. at the
Mrs. Ruth liacidix We
sponsored by. the Political
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — . Cooper of Bedford, Ky., said Science
Noel (Red) Melton of 507 chapel of the Max Churchill
mother ag Mrs. Paul (Jeani
and History departLOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -- couldn't continue to run in the ,
Medical
costs
will
go
up and- --Monday by telephone. "If a ments, will be the
South Seventh Stet,Murray, Funeral Home with the Rev.
Shahan of Murray, died
featured
died Monday at 9:25 p. m. at Tildon Garner of Paducah X-ray treatment will be less doctor has to send his patients speaker at the United Campus Billy Carteri participation in red."
Saturday, October eighth, at a
Tate said Falls City, which
hospital in Mansfield, 'Ohio. the Murray-Calloway County officiating and Mrs. Oneida accessible under new state to a city or e large hospital for _Ministry 'Wednesday lun- the marketing of a beer brews and. distrilautes Falls
named in his honor may save
regulations affecting X-ray routine X-rays because he
She was /8 yearsof age and a liosisital. He was 53 years ef White_ as organist.
cheonLoaw
- ines last brewery-And . City and Drununithd-.Bros.
._
Pallbearers will be Billy, equipment operators; the can't.afford te-have a trained
resident of Madison Avenue, age and had been employed as
Copasesajonal -,perriocratic_
Preferred beers in Rentucky—•
nearly
-300'
johtbritatheKentucky-Medical
Seed
foreman
at
the
-Warren
Association
and
Clarence
T.,
Bobby;
Pat,
ac:ray
operatiir
thePatient
Will
Shelby, Ohio: - - •'representative for eight
employes, -says the brewery and eight- other states,
Company, Murray.
The deceased was a
James Smith, Sonny and says.
end up bearing the added consecutive terms, Hayes is
currently employs 234 people.
However, the Kentucky cost."
Mr. Melton was a member Jimmy Graham, all nephews.
member of the First United
well' known for his role as president.
He said 16 to 18 can be added
not
'Billy
will
give
us
a
shot
Department
.for
Emmanuel
Independent
of
the
Human
Methodist, Shelby, Ohio, and
Burial will follow in the
The KMA's House of mediator during integration's
with
the introduction of Billy
but,
.
only
to
brewery,
save,this
Resources' radiation control -Delegates ...approved
Missionary Baptist Church, Murray City Cemetery.
was a former member of the
A earry stages. in &lumens. In
'
•
beer.
in
many
for
the
first
time
branch,
which
has
of
World
veteran
and
was
a
begun
Friends may call at the
resolution Sept. 28 which 1957 in in attempt to forestall
Andrews Methodist Church in
That
will
happen
Oct.
31
in
to
hire
some
years,
enable
us
War II. Born February 4,1924, funeral home after five p. m. enforcing the regulations, characterizes,the regulations the Little Rock
Grafton, W. Va., in which she
desegregation
„Georgia, Keptucky . and
maintains that is not true and as
in Calloway County, he was' today (Tuesday).
duplicative
was very active.
and crisis Hayes was instrumental people,' said James F. Tate, • Tennessee,. and the company
Falls
City
president
of
the
the
regulations actually will unnecessary. The resolution in arranging a
the son of the late tflus Melton
Mr. Smith, age 94, died
Survivors include her
meeting betis negotiating with three other
and Lillie Arnold Melton. He Monday at Lourdes Hospital, eliminate the possibility of X- .aethorized the medical group ween President Dwight Brewing Co.
huaband, George H. Welsh;
breweries about its size to
The
President's
brother
and
rays
being
Joy
improperly used by to
and his wife, the former
Padua-all'. Born April 18, 1883,
three daughters. Mrs. Shahan
"pursue
through Eisenhower and Arkansas
brew
Billy to Falls City's' Falwell, Who surtrives, were in Weakly County,-Th., heaves untrained individuals,
of Murray, Mrs. Lyle S.
appropriate- .e-h-aa-nels Goveenor Orville Faubus... the brewery announced last specifications,Tate said:
they-will
cooperate'
'Month
that
We
know
married
March
8,
1948.
radiation
can
the son of the late Henry Wiley
amendments or deletion" of
Wooddell of Me,dina, Ohio, and
He has served as director of
To complete the nationwide
Saretvors include. his wife; Smith--and -Sally: Ann Todd ce,cell damage at certain the regulations..
_ TVA. has been _a visiting in the marketing of "Billy"
Mrs:Dcinald Gough of Shelby,
circulation_ of the beer, the
beer;
a
-new-bran&
-to-he.
levels
and
we
sorts,
the
Rev.
Roger
want
to
three
make
Ohio.
The reguiations are wells professor . at
several brewed by Falls City.
company is Still looking for a
Melton, 51a South Seventh SWi
He
titis survived by :three sure the public does .not.. intended," Cooper aaid,"and - Uniaersities, and was co_ Funeral Service were held
West Coast outlet, he said.
earnings.
The'
company's
receive
too
Terry
Melton,
much
Street,
Murray,
radiation
as
sisters, Mrs. fiirdie Davenat the Andrews* Methodist
we are as anxious as-anyoneto chairman of the Former
Carter will receive royAlties,
years,
have
declined
in
recent
South Fulton, Th., and Ricky port, Irvington, Ill., Mrs. a result of equipment or safeguard the public from Members of Congress. He also
Church, Grafton, W. Va., with
on the sale of Billy beer,
and
operations
were
brewing
personnel
Melton,
507
''
South
operating
it,"
Seventh
said
'
Hettie Outland, Russellville,
burial in a cemetery there.
excessive radiation or 'nista* has served-8a-lay
lay president of
Street, Murray; two sisters, and Mrs. Hontas Graham Don Hughes of the radiation of X-rays, but we feel the the Souther') Baptist Con- in the red for one year, btit though neither he nor the _
Tate stopped short of saying company is saying how much.
Mrs. George ( Nell) Merrell. Hutson, Murray; one brother, control branch.
regulations already' on the vention and vies founder of the
Falls
City would' have gone
"I
Mrs.
Joe
don't
sae
how anyone who , booksslo that."
Murray, and
Gaylon Smith, Brookpora Ill.;'
Ecumenical Institute at Lake
under
had it not been for the
(Berlene) Knight, Eddyville; several nieces and nephews. is concerned with public
said
the Forest.
Hughes
agreement with Carter.
health and safety could be approximately 2,000 persons
- one brother, Dwaine Melton,
The weekly luncheons are
Had those negotiations
opposed to these regulations," in Kentucky who now operate held at 202 N. 15th in the
Murray; one grandson,
UCM
Hughes i said Monday in ,a X-ray equipment in podiatry, building ,from 12:30 to 1:20 fallen tlroagh, he said, the Federal State Market News Service OcChristopher Melton.
18,1977 '
might
have tober
. telephcuse interview,
Funeral services will be
.'
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
near each we4neselay Cost_of _the company
thirepractic or di
held Wednesday at two p. m.
Regulations already medicine will be tested in mid- meal is $1.251or a plate lunch. introduced a new brand of- Repartlachglas&BuyingStatird&
Receipts: Act. 533 Est. 600 Barrows &
Vadie Parker of
beer to be called "Fighting Gilts
are being enforced for X-ray January 1978.
chapel of the Blalockat
the
.50 higherSowssteady .50 higher
Call 753-3531 for reservations
Sedalia died Monday at 9:30 p.
US 1-2 200-2301ln.. $42.00-12.25few 42.50
equipment, Hughes said. But
Coleman Funeral Home withI
or
anformation.
$41.75-42.00
US
1-3
200-240lbs
Murray-Calloway
m. at the
However, he said, "There US2-4 24621101he.
'after 'Jay I, 1978, all X-ray
the Rev. Grandville Courtney
$41.00-41.75
County Hospital. She was' 72
Fred
Joyce
of
Hazel
died
$40.25-41.00
was no question we were in a US 3-4 280-310 the
operators in diagnostic and
and the Rev. Jonathan
Sows
years of age and the wife of Kimbro officiating Burial will Monday at 11;30 a. in. at the . chiropractic
bad spot until we became US 1-2 270-350Ihe
medicine and
134.00-35.00
_Robert -Parker who died .in
Murray-Calloway County podiatry will be required to
$33,00.34.00associated with Billy. The US 1-8 300-5001bs. . .
ii
tile
fo.Uo.ac.
Barnett
135.00-36.00
500-650
lbs
US
1-3
ApilY1974-:------ -7- 4----Hospitat ;He was 66 ytars of -tweet - mictimum-a---training
board Had delivered an edict US 24,300400 lbs.
Cemetery.
132.10-33.00
The deceased was born
triiir124.10-119.00nweffelfilX27.10
that- —brawl-it oPertittans'
standards and hold a license.
Friends may, call at the age.
November 5, 1904, in Calloway
But the state is facing
funeral home after three p. m. Mr. Joyce was -a retired
County and was the daughter today (Tuesday).
custodian of the Hazel Baptist
itinn from the KMA The Murray-Calloway
of the late George Dixon.ant,
Church where he was a which 'contends the new' County.Parks and Recreation
letle'Wilson Dixon. She Wig'
member. Rani October 15,- .regubtiona.'1011 weak a -DePartmtht. will sponsor a
-Free hearing tests will- be
also preceded in death by'one
costaine contest far ages three given in Murray by the
A Murray Ledger and Tapes Monday,edition
1911, in Trigg County, he was hardshiparticularly*
on
p
_
daughter, Mary Jane Parker
twelve
-for
the
through
story
the son of the late John and doctors with small
Diagnostic
incorrectly *said that a directory assistance
Van
of
the
al
in 1968, and one son, L. D.
plan South CentraLBell has used in other parts of
Cellar Joyce.
Department of Special
practices who occasionally Halloween season.
Parker on Japuary 12, 1977.
the state, and which is being considered locally,
He is survived by' his wife, use X-rays for such things 113 Divisions will be broken Education, Murray State
Mrs. Parker is survived by
down Wed on ages three to University, on Wednesday,
could mean "one out of 10." customers would pay
Larry Paul Greer, 22, Mrs. Ora Joyce, Hazel; one bone fractures. one daughter, Mrs. Edgar Benton Route Five, died Aug. sister, Mrs. Mdvis McLeod, "They will ultimately mean five, ages six to eight, and October 19.
less. According to a Bell spokesman, other similar
(Nofie Bell) Washburn, 16 in Rose City, Mich.,,as the Benton; three brothers,plans show "nine out of 10" customers would pay -The tests will be conducted
higher medical cOsts,
" the ages nine to twelve.. Piazes
Sedalia; three sisters, Mrs. result of an apparent Homer Joyce, Benton, Roy KMA
will
be
awarded
to
first
and
less.
from
9:00
a.m.
to
twelve
noon
President-elect,l)r. Carl
The Murray Ledger & Times tries to correct promptly airy errors
Bessie Stillion, Washington, homicide.
second places in each division, on the downtown court square,
Joyce, Evansville, Ind., and
in fact or clarify any misleading information appearing in news arUnion
Ohio, Mrs: Addle Tuck,
plus an over-all Mr. and Mrs. and Irons 4:00 p.m. to 4:00
Survivors include his Johnny Joyce, Colorado
_
mit%
ticles. That is the purpose of MIS column'. To report an error or need
#
City, Tn.,* and Miss Lois Mother, Mrs. Ruby Greer, Springs, Calta
Halloween.
igm
p.m. at the Central Shopping
•
for clarification please call 753-7918
Dixon Hazel Route Two; Benton, and one sister, Mrs.
judging
will
begin
at
*
The
Center, Mirth 12th Street.
Funeral services will be
4,00 p.m. on Monday, October
three brothers, Otrie Dixon, Ruby Caroline McKinney, held Wednesday at 2:30 p. m.
North Third Street, Murray, Rose City.
31, at the Park office, located
at the Hazel Baptist Church
---Burie- Dixon,-Paducah, and
kt North Tenth and Payne
Rose- City police Saturday with the Rev. James Garland
3treet.4.-Lonnie. Dixon, Hazel; six found Greer's body buried in officiating.
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